BIRDS OF AN ECUMENICAL FEATHER
GATHER THE SAME WORMS TOGETHER

MORE!!!
MORE!!!

SDA
THE GATHERING - THE SEALING

THIS COVER (Publication No. 315) was planned and designed almost in its entirety by Sr. Goldie Popielak.

All this has taken many more MONTHS than I had hoped. Our next assignment? A new ANN DeMICHAEL TEN VIRGIN PARABLE - Series No. 4. We hope to put out 2,000 of this series. Since the TEN VIRGIN PARABLE brings us to the CLOSE OF PROBATION - and "...the experience of THE CHURCH that shall live just before His second coming." COL 406. Certainly we should explore the details of what is DARKNESS? What is LIGHT? What is OIL? And above all, WHO is that PROCES- SION (COL 406) that so many have inquired about? Which is predicted by divine inspiration that "A MOVEMENT SHALL COME." GC 464. If the TEN VIRGINS are THE CHURCH - who is this mysterious before unheard of PROCESSION? Also called "MOVEMENT" that is OUTSIDE of THE CHURCH!!! How many will prefer to be BLIND and not want to SEE it at all? Will it then go away? Is there no "OMEGA OF APOSTASY?" Series B 2. SM 1:200. If we shut our eyes - will that go away also? NO OMEGA - NO PROCESSION-??? No "Go ye OUT to meet Him?" We shall see - !!!

FORETHOUGHTS

WELL - it has really been a "Week of Sundays" since I sat down to this IBM SELECTRIC TYPEWRITER to run off a report. Before that I managed 18 PAPERS IN 18 MONTHS! Many wonder how I can possibly do it. So do I - !!!

BUT - what few if any of you know is - the writing that I do that HAS never been seen nor WILL ever be seen. Sometimes I spend five hours a day writing - and another five hours study- ing. Do you know what a SCIENCE CAMPUS LOOSE-LEAF NOTEBOOK is? How would you like to fill such a book with random notes?
How long do you think it would take for you to fill one—??? A year? Well—I have more than 100 of such filled. Other notes in other types of notebooks—would equal over 200—yes, over 300.

SO you see I am not playing games. I am mighty SERIOUS about what I am doing. I also read TEN TIMES as much as any overage person—so I consider myself somewhat informed. And so you will pardon me if I speak with some authority. Or if I DESPISE the DO-NOTHINGS and the KNOW-NOTHINGS—!!!

TRADITION—it must be easy for the slovenly to sit back in the easy-chair in the church—waiting for the minister to tell him what to believe. MORE INTERESTED in building and buying and selling—than in God’s truth or work. Such will receive an awful shock and surprise when they wake up (Too late!) to find that they are lost—and their preacher also.

"But when eternal interests are concerned, God wills not that man should submit to man. For such submission in spiritual matters is a REAL WORSHIP, and ought to be rendered solely to the Creator." GC 167.

COMMUNISM—THE ILLEGITIMATE CHILD OF ROMANISM

"The only god they knew was the god of Rome; her teaching was their only religion. They regarded her greed and cruelty as the legitimate fruit of the Bible, and they would have NONE of it...She had required a BLIND FAITH in her dogmas...ENRAGED at the glittering CHEAT...they rejected TRUTH and FALSEHOOD together; and mistaking LICENSE for LIBERTY, THE SLAVES OF VICE EXULTED IN THEIR IMAGINED LIBERTY." GC 281-2. "...had opened the door to INFIDELITY and RUIN.

SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS: "If such matter is allowed a place in our institutions, it will be found that the subtle power of Satan’s sentiments is not easily cast out...There will be a harvest for his reaping in the very institutions established by the funds of God’s people for the advancement of His work. It will result in sending forth to the World, in place of Christian workers, a company of EDUCATED INFIDELS." T7:167. 1902. "...EDUCATED WORLDLINGS...THEY HAVE PARTED WITH THE HOLY SPIRIT." FCE 536. 1909.

"They are following in the track of ROMANISM." TM 362. "...to make men the SLAVES of men..."
...men in HIGH POSITIONS...CANNOT BE TRUSTED." TM 361. "The Lord will raise up men who will give the people the MESSAGE for this time." TM 107.

DO-NOTHING

"I will not be counted a DO-NOTHING." SM 2:181. 1897. "Look into our churches. There are only a FEW real workers in them. The MAJORITY are IRRESPONSIBLE men and women. They feel no burden for souls...This class of DO-NOTHINGS, and KNOW-NOTHINGS...will NEVER hear the well done from the lips of the Majesty of Heaven...It is too late to SLEEP, too late to become indolent DO-NOTHINGS...it is time you were CONVERTED...CONTEND AGAINST THE POWERS OF DARKNESS...They could not TOLERATE the FEARLESS REBUKES by which he UNMASKED HYPOCRISY and CONDEMned VICE. When He (Christ) exhorted them to put away their iniquities, they turned from Him WITH SNEERS, and EXECRATIONS...THESE ARE THE MOST EFFICIENT WORKERS THAT THE GREAT DEceiver CAN EMPLOY. They are constantly seeking to lessen the ENMITY between the Church of Christ and his deadliest foe. They supply the connecting link whereby he can UNITE THE CHURCH and THE WORLD. HERE LIES OUR PRESENT DANGER, a DANGER against which we must constantly guard...The DO-NOTHINGS are the greatest hindrance...ARE THE FIRST TO BE TAKEN IN SATAN'S SNAKE, THE FIRST TO LEND THEIR INFLUENCE TO A WRONG COURSE." RH 1:192, 202, 239, 329, 330, 353. "Sinners, misled by these FALSE LIGHTS, are going down to RUIN...too CARELESS and INDOLENT to gain a KNOWLEDGE of the will of God." RH 1:353. 1878-1883.

THESE SURFACE READERS...

(Is it an AWAKENING - or is it a SHAKING?) "When the SHAKING comes, by the introduction of FALSE THEORIES, these surface readers, anchored NOWHERE, are like SHIFTING SAND. They SLIDE into any position to suit the tenor of their feelings of BITTERNESS." TM 112.

THE COUNTERFEIT AWAKENING

It is interesting to watch the progress of the years. It is interesting to those who know the truth - who have an ANCHOR - steadfast and sure - who know what they believe - and WHY they believe it.
Such a remark as the above — will elicit a sneer from those who have been IN and OUT of every error that comes along — as Bro. Bachand of Washington said of Bro. John Rader — "He believes the LAST one that spoke to him."

They are like a mirror — they reflect the light as long as it shines upon them — they glow for the moment — and as soon as the light leaves — they are unable to make their own LIGHT shine — and the light grows dim and they GO OUT IN DARKNESS. (Not OUT of the Church — just OUT in darkness. OUT of the light — OUT of the truth. OUT of the Church whose membership is written in the Lamb's Book of Life in Heaven. They go OUT of the scroll above.)

This is forcibly set forth in Wm. Miller's dream that Sr. Madelyn Lewis wants us to pay more attention to. In 1844 a casket came forth — this casket contained 50,000. GC 576. This casket was torn into pieces. EW 82-3. Them Wm. Miller closed his eyes. EW 83.

GOING OUT

After the Laodiceans come in with their "spurious jewels" — "counterfeit coin" — "dirt" — "shavings" — "sand" — and all manner of RUBBISH — so that the "true jewels" — "diamonds" — "genuine coin" — were all covered up and buried from sight — together with the casket being torn into pieces. EW 82.

THE SEALING

Now the SEALING STARTS — as the "man" with the "dirt brush" makes a clean sweep — WINDS of error sweeping all the RUB- BISH and the NOMINAL (Webster: by NAME only — a COUN- TERFEIT) — NOMINAL ADVENTISTS are swept OUT of the record books in Heaven — "OUT of the window like a CLOUD." EW 83. "OUT" of the truth because "Every WIND of ERROR will be blowing...CHAFF like a CLOUD will be BORNE AWAY on the WIND, even from places where we see only FLOORS of RICH WHEAT." T5:80-1.

For the Lord of the harvest himself orders it. "Gather ye FIRST the TARES for the BURNING" — and AFTER that the WHEAT. Therefore a NEW MOVEMENT shall COME — to FOLLOW the COUNTERFEIT — which comes FIRST when no GENUINE is in sight — the COUNTERFEIT comes with the "false coin" — "rubbish" — as catalogued and listed in careful and minute detail in GC 464-473.
Study the COUNTERFEIT in the OMEGA of its apostasy and you will AUTOMATICALLY know what the GENUINE and THE TRUTH IS—!!!

Then to be SEALED - you must "Show them ALL their ABOMI-
NATIONS" - "Mark this point with care." T3:267. At which a
CASKET, much LARGER and more beautiful than the former -
comes forth. EW 83. It will have to be THREE TIMES AS
LARGE to contain 144,000.

"His followers, the people of God...THE CHURCH is very pre-
cious in His sight. It is the CASE which contains His JEWELS,
the FOLD which encloses His FLOCK." T6:261.

"Christ's redeemed ones are His JEWELS, His precious and pe-
culiar TREASURE."

PREPARATION FOR THE END

"...in the BATTLE in the DAY of the LORD. I was pointed to
those who CLAIM to be ADVENTISTS, but who REJECT the
PRESENT [1975] TRUTH - and saw that they were CRUM-
BLING... {Entire CHURCHES being cast OUT - such as the
BURBANK and LAKE TAHOE Seventh-Day Adventist Churches in
the Southern California Conference - 395,000 cast OUT in the
past five years. R&H. July 14, 1975. p.7 (811).}

Entire CHURCHES of COUNTERFEIT jewels and pure RUBBISH
being taken in such as in ZAIRE, AFRICA and the BRINSMEAD
AWAKENING in 1972 - now that FROOM gasped his last with
his threefold union with BILLY BABYLON GRAHAM and his
CATHOLICS and his ADVENTISTS in his KEY '73 - the WRECK-
AGE and FAILURE of that venture together with the three-way
controversy over the TWO MILLION DOLLAR BRINSMEAD SHOW
that is threatening to tear three elements apart now that
FROOM is no longer there to hold them together with that
MAXWELL BOOK - are now in the process of CRUMBLING.

IN THE SEALING

"...in the BATTLE in the DAY of the LORD...ADVENTISTS...were
CRUMBLING, and that the hand of the Lord was in their midst
to DIVIDE and SCATTER them now in the gathering time, so
that the precious JEWELS among them, who have formerly
been DECEIVED, may have their EYES OPENED to see their true
state... - 5 -
...And **NOW** - when the **TRUTH** is presented to them by the Lord's messengers, they are:
{1} prepared to **LISTEN**, and
{2} see its beauty and harmony, and
{3} to **LEAVE** their former associates and errors, and
{4} **EMBRACE** the precious **TRUTH**, and
{5} **STAND** where they can **DEFINE** (Webster: make **KNOWN**) their **POSITION**."  EW 69.

**THE ERROR OF ADVENTISTS FOR A CENTURY:**

Slowly gaining momentum and acceptance until they stood on the pinnacle of Billy Graham's temple in his KEY '73 - Adventists and Awakens reached across the gulf to clasp the hands of Evangelicals, Catholics, HWA, JW, the Occult World and the ONE-WORLD GOVERNMENT Tel Aviv Jews.

**BRINSMEAD - A REVIEW OF THE A WAKENING MESSAGE,** Part 2, May 1972. "Back in the 1950s, I came to the settled conviction that this general view of reaching **PERFECTION** was **IMPOSSIBLE** and **FUTILE**...We therefore utterly **REJECTED** any here-and-now **PERFECTIONISM**...Dr. Edward HEPPENSTALL was the first to clearly and decisively take a new tack. [CORRECTION - this is as **OLD** as the **DEVIL**!] He said that the AWAKENING expectation was wrong because God's people would not experience a condition of **SINLESSNESS** prior to the Second Coming of Christ. "It will come as a **SURPRISE** to some, and quite a **SHOCK** to others, that I now state... (For a bribe of **TWO MILLION DOLLARS!**) in the clearest possible language - **DR. HEPPENSTALL** was **CORRECT** on this point."  p.4,5. RDB.

**WRIGHT - March 1972:** "It is now just about 17 years since the rediscovery of the essential **HEART** of the **MESSAGE**...in early 1955...Now comes along certain **ARGUMENTS** which to all appearances **TOTALLY DENY ALL THAT**...we were not meeting with the success which the **MESSAGE** led us to expect. This was **PUZZLING** and for some quite **DISCOURAGING**...COME THE ANSWER DID...we had not been in error...But AFTER we have been delivered from the carnal MIND we STILL retain the **FLESHLY NATURE** and will do so right through until the Advent of Christ...This fleshly NATURE has its own **CHARACTER** and this **CHARACTER** is **SINFUL**...and therefore in our flesh are all the unholy **POSSIBILITIES IMAGINABLE.**"  p.3,5,17-8. FTW.

**GROTHEER - December 1974:** "Let it be clearly understood,
that our bodies - the flesh, with its MOTIONS of SINS and warfare against the law of our minds - is still with us, and will CONTINUE to be with us until we EXCHANGE THE BODY of our humiliation for Christ's glorious body. This does not mean that we will not have the power to mortify the DEEDS of the body, but nowhere in the Bible is it taught that the forces resident in the body are CHANGED till the Second Coming of Christ." p.2.

---

EVENTS IN THEIR ORDER

All across America we found those that were interested in EVENTS and IN THEIR ORDER. In 1974, 1-2-3-4-5-6-7.

"Every Stream shall issue forth from BEFORE Him." "The whole earth shall be a-burned," PP 110,339.

"The Saints are preserved in the earth in the midst of these dreadful commotions, as Noah was preserved in the Ark." 1870 SOP 1:85, SG 3:82.

"In the Day of the Lord, just BEFORE the Coming of Christ... lightnings from Heaven... mountains will BURN like a furnace... the WICKED are DESTROYED." 1870 SOP 1:84-5. PP 110

The "LOUD CRY" and the "LATTER RAIN" are found in many places in the Testimonies =

But what is not generally known is = that NO ONE takes part in the "LATTER RAIN" who does not take part in or understand the "FORMER RAIN" = also called:"EARLY SHOWERS." TM 506. (A3:443.)

NOTHING ELSE MATTERS = after this Point for those who profess to believe the Third Angel's Message.

This is the "BEGINNING OF THE PATH" - the BEGINNING of the SEALING: "An Angel told me." EW 15.

Only 144,000 Philadelphians (WTF 14 (Footnotes.) = find the Path cast high above the Earth. EW 14,88.
EVENTS

IT IS TRUE that the Bible does list the events of the Last Days. But because of the traditions of men, these events — as well as the truths of the Bible generally, have been so distorted by cunningly devised fables — (Such as the truth about the death of the wicked has been reversed to promising the wicked LIFE! So that the whole religious world fell for the tradition.)

THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY — so that we thank God for the SPIRIT OF PROPHECY — which we refer to as the TESTIMONIES. "Where there is no vision — the people perish." Proverbs 29:18. “Quench not the spirit. Despise not prophesying. Prove all things; hold fast that which is good...And the very God of peace sanctify you wholly.” 1 THES. 5:19-23.

THE ADVENTIST LEADERS — such as FROOM — began the tradition that many fell for — such as BRINSMEAD and GROTHEER — that they go BY THE BIBLE ALONE! But in reality go by such as SPURGEON and CALVIN and anything BUT the Bible! Thus they end up knowing NOTHING of the TEN VIRGIN PARABLE and the MIDNIGHT CRY of "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" But think they can avoid going OUT — as their bright visions and delusive hopes — call for the Church in the OMEGA of DARKNESS — going straight into the LOUD CRY! And will never mention the failure of the debacle and wreckage of KEY '73. Forty years of FROOM'S FOLLY was not enough — (1933 to KEY '73) — but venture forth in an ever new burgeoning of the Washington bureaucracy.

THANK GOD FOR the light on our pathway that shows:
{1} The Devil's train. "It seemed that the WHOLE WORLD was on board..." There could not be one left. EW 263.
{2} Written before there was a single "Seventh-day" alive in the Earth. "ADVENTISTS" meant any member of any Church that believed in the Second Coming of Christ. "ADVENTISTS" in 1844 meant the Wm. Miller movement. There were no "Seventh-Day Adventists" until 1861. LS 164.

THE ADVENT PEOPLE in the following testimony means God’s people who come OUT of the Seventh-day Adventist Church in its DARKEST HOUR — the hour of the OMEGA of APOSTASY. It is in this very hour that the SEALING begins. And that SEALING is dependent on obeying the MIDNIGHT CRY:

"GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!"
FROM A LETTER:
Sr. L.G.Haworth, 10398 25 1/2 Ave., Chowchilla, CA 93610.
August 5, 1975

Dear Bro. Hoehn:

I have believed that we are sealed outside the Adventist Church - "Go ye OUT" means go ye OUT of the Church. Am I right? The last message is SEPARATION...

AM I RIGHT - ???

This message is going to go around the World. THE SEALING IS OUTSIDE THE CHURCH!!!

THERE IS NO SEALING INSIDE THE CHURCH!!!

WATCH EVERY POINT!!!

(1) "At MIDNIGHT..." (This is the hour.)
(2) "...the cry is heard..." (Will we deny this cry?)
(3) "Go ye OUT to meet Him." (Then what happens-???)
(4) "They SEE the PROCESSION moving on..."
(5) (THE WISE) "JOINED the throng...and the door was SHUT." (Who can deny that this is a Close of Probation-???) COL 406. 1900.

THIS IS THE MIDNIGHT CRY

In the Events in their order - there is a LOUD CRY. Everyone knows that. Adventists think they are going to give the LOUD CRY.

Who gave them that notion? Have they not been trying for 100 YEARS? Just because they read that GOD'S PEOPLE will give the LOUD CRY - who told them that they are GOD'S PEOPLE-???

The WISE leave the foolish. Why do they leave? "Whoso des-piseth the Word shall be DESTROYED...it is ABOMINATION to FOOLS to depart from evil. He that walketh with WISE men shall be WISE; but a companion of FOOLS shall be DESTROYED...DESTROYED for want of JUDGMENT." Proverbs 13:13-23.

"And for this cause God shall send them STRONG DELUSION,
that they should BELIEVE a LIE: That they all might be DAMNED who believed not the TRUTH." 2 Thess. 2:11–2.

THE TEST

"As to DRUGS being used in our Institutions...The DRUGGING BUSINESS has done more HARM to our World and KILLED MORE and KILLED MORE and KILLED MORE than it has helped or cured...You are not to UNITE with UNBELIEVERS in medical work...His Word to you is, "Be ye not unequally yoked together with UNBELIEVERS: for what fellowship hath righteousness with unrighteousness and what communion hath light with darkness? And what concord hath Christ with Belial? ...His divine wisdom will be given to you IF you will REFUSE to yield to the inclination to LINK UP with the World...

OUR PEOPLE ARE NOW BEING TESTED

"I am instructed to say that...Our people are now being TESTED as to whether they will obtain their wisdom from the greatest Teacher the World ever knew, OR seek to the god of Ekron...Satan is giving his orders to those whom he has led to depart from the faith." MM 27,45,61–2.

"It is time that the vain talkers reformed...This is MURDER, actual MURDER...guilty of MURDER...the seeds of DEATH sown in the human system, are an offense to God...discard all DRUGS." MM 139,229.

SOWING THE SEEDS

Dr. Suzuki, Professor of Genetical Science for the University of British Columbia (UBC) - said on a recent documentary on CBC radio - that the broad spectrum of ANTIBIOTICS leaves the body unprepared to resist the onslaught of sudden epidemics or plagues.

It appears that calling on the body to defend itself against a particular virus - depletes the defensive mechanism - and leaves it a SITTING DUCK.

This is EXACTLY the warning given in the Testimonies.

"The SEEDS of DEATH sown in the human system, are an offense to God." MM 229. 1896.
"The Gospel includes Health Reform in all its phases. Our work is to enlighten the World; for it is BLIND to the movements which are taking place, PREPARING the way for the PLAGUES which God will permit to come upon the World. God's faithful WATCHMEN must give the WARNING." MM 159, 160.

PURE PUS - called PURE VIRUS - FERMENTED, DISEASED MONKEY KIDNEYS, TESTICLES or LAST FEW INCHES OF THE ENTRAILS, PREGNANT MARE URINE called HORMONES to change your Wife - cobra venum, sick horse-hock grease, the kick-a-poo-joy-juice from the Witch's kettle - is sowing "The seeds of death." MM 229.

"The animals are DISEASED and by partaking of their flesh, (IN SALK VACCINE) we plant the SEEDS of DISEASE in our tissue and blood. THEN when exposed to the changes in a malarial atmosphere, these are more sensibly felt; also when we are exposed to prevailing EPIDEMICS and CONTAGIOUS DISEASES, the system is not in a condition to RESIST the disease." CDF 386-7. 1896. FURTHER DISEASE RESISTANCE comes from dynamic foods, of which SEEDS are high on the list.

"Those who, after seeing their mistakes, HAVE COURAGE to CHANGE their HABITS will find that the REFORMATORY PROCESS... (It is always a PROCESS - beware of the agents of the Devil going through the land with either a needle in their hand - a CURE-ALL - or else the theological CLOWNS who promise CHARACTER or NATURE or FORCES RESIDENT IN THE BODY - cannot be CHANGED until Christ-Messiah comes! But here we see, also in 200 other Testimonies - that we can CHANGE - here and now! Try it!)

"...have COURAGE to CHANGE their habits will find that the reformatory PROCESS requires a STRUGGLE and much perseverance. But when correct TASTES are FORMED, they will realize that the use of food which they have formerly regarded as HARMLESS - was slowly but surely laying the foundation for dyspepsia and other diseases...

"Some of our people conscientiously ABSTAIN from eating improper food, and at the same time - NEGLECT to eat food that would supply the ELEMENTS...A diet lacking in the PROPER ELEMENTS of nutrition brings reproach upon the cause of HEALTH REFORM." MM 273. ELEMENTS - CDF 363.
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Those who have always been slovenly and willingly ignorant of the values in WHEAT GERM - RICE BRAN - (or brown polishings) - FLAXSEED - (not meal - meal goes RANCID too quickly) - POPPY SEED - SESAME SEED - CHIA SEED - expect such to find what Sr. Ann DeMichael calls CUT-RATE and SHORT-CHANGE artists who try to sell you the notion (As JONES had it in SM 1:377) of making NO EFFORT - affirming there are NO CONDITIONS - just WAIT ABOUT the Sanctuary and be a DO-NOTHING-!!!

"But we are not of them who draw back unto perdition; but of them that believe to the saving of the soul." Hebrews 10:39.

"...because they received not the LOVE of the TRUTH, that they might be saved. And for this cause God shall send them STRONG DELUSION, that they should BELIEVE A LIE: That they all might be DAMNED who believed not the TRUTH, but had PLEASURE in UNRIGHTEOUSNESS." 2 Thess. 2:10-12.

"The subject of HEALTH REFORM...is to prepare a people for the Great Day of God...some go to distant countries to seek a better climate; but wherever they may be, the STOMACH creates for them a MALARIAL atmosphere. They bring upon themselves suffering that no one can alleviate. Our HABITS of eating and drinking show whether we are of the World or among the number whom God by His mighty cleaver of TRUTH has SEPARATED from the World. These are His peculiar people, zealous of good WORKS...

"As trials thicken around us, both SEPARATION and UNITY will be seen in our ranks. Some who are now ready to take up weapons of warfare will in times of real peril...yield to TENSION...will, under one PRETEXT or another, go OUT from us. Not having received the LOVE of the TRUTH, they will give heed to seducing spirits and doctrines of devils, and will depart from the faith. But, on the other hand, when the storm of persecution REALLY BREAKS UPON US, the true sheep will hear the true Shepherd's voice...many who have strayed from the fold will COME BACK...THEN WILL THE MESSAGE OF THE THIRD ANGEL SWELL TO A LOUD CRY." T6:400.

STRAIGHT DOPE ON DRUGS by Ann Landers. $1.00. Worth every penny. P.O. Box 1400, Elgin, IL 60120. Send long self-addressed envelope. (U.S.A. stamps only.) Since most of her publications are 35¢ and 50¢, why not ask: "Please send me STRAIGHT DOPE ON DRUGS - may I have two" (You will want more than one for a friend.) MARIJUANA.
to put two and two together. To unravel the hopeless maze caused by the theories of **URIAH SMITH** - the chief enemy of 1888. (See **FROOM - MD - MOVEMENT of DESTINY, p.243-4,265,323. OLSON - TCV - THROUGH CRISIS TO VICTORY, p.92,101,231. Beware how you read this. DO NOT FOLLOW their reasoning as they bend over BACKWARDS to EXCUSE the Adventist False Prophet who CHANGED the TESTIMONIES to fit his own **URIAH SMITH MYTHS**. Just go by FACTS - FACTS which they ADMIT - he led the FIGHT of 1888-!!!)

**REMEMBER** - and never **FORGET** - and never **FORGIVE** - for your soul's salvation is at stake - and there are some things that are **UNFORGIVABLE** - **REMEMBER** - whenever Sr. White attacks the men who stood in the forefront in 1888 - opposing the message of 1888 - that: (A) **URIAH SMITH** was the leader of the van. (B) He took his own name OUT of the Testimonies aimed at him because he was the editor and he could do it and did do it. (C) "Yet these men have been holding **POSITIONS of TRUST, and have been MOLDING the work after their own similitude, as far as they possibly could...who have been so LONG as **FALSE GUIDEPOSTS** - pointing the **WRONG WAY.**" TM 80,97.

"Elder **URIAH SMITH** questioned the propriety of bringing the Testimonies before the Church at all. Thus he takes the responsibility of standing between **God's Word** and the people... Shall he sit in judgment upon my work, or on my letters of **WARNING** to the Church? He has placed himself and his influence in direct **OPPOSITION** to my work, so that I cannot reach the people to impress upon them the Testimonies that God has given me. And there are others equally **BLIND** who will follow in this path. In rejecting these Testimonies, Elder Smith, you have virtually rejected all the Testimonies." Elder Brisbin book - ARE SDA DOING GOD'S WILL?" p.15. Now again obtainable from A. VERNE BATES, 890 Hitching Post Rd., Grants Pass, OR 97526.

**IT IS A LAW** of the human mind that what you do not pay for - you do not appreciate.

And before you know it - you will be over on the enemy's side. How many will be lost - packing their tithes and offerings where they **KNOW** that **DRUGS** and **ERROR** are the order of the day.
NEVER DREAMING that URIAH SMITH - along with JONES and WAGGONER and KELLOGG - were the LEADERS in going over to DRUGS - and anything else that the people WANT! This is the sum and substance of the religion of most people and is why most people will be LOST! And be given over to the delusions that they so dearly LOVE! And is just why they find themselves over in the enemy camp. Rooting for the APOSTATES. "All who walk by the side of an APOSTATE - WILL be imbued by his spirit." TM 290. 1896.


"Birds of a feather - flock together."

"Ye shall KNOW them by the company they keep."

Strange pigs - put in the same pen - may fight for awhile, but soon they will eat together from the prepared trough - and sleep together in peace and harmony - waiting for the Day of Slaughter. T5:211.

"There are MINISTERS and WORKERS who will present a tissue of nonsensical falsehood as TESTING TRUTHS - even as the Jewish Rabbis presented the maxims of men as the Bread of Heaven...Thus are men weaving into the web as important truths a tissue of LIES. This imaginary food that is being prepared for the flock will cause spiritual CONSUMPTION, decline, and DEATH." BRISBIN p.22. RH 4:257,311. Jan. 22, June 18, 1901. TM 337,455. T6:132.

We have all seen it over and over again. Those who go to certain meetings - as in the case of the PESTES MEETINGS - which I avoided like I would avoid a RATTLESNAKE - every one who kept on going - ended up as he did - giving up the Testimonies - calling them Books of Witchcraft that ought to be burned.

BRINSMEAD BOASTED a year after he did the about-switch of position - what he and WRIGHT had been FIGHTING for especially the last five or ten years - in MARCH and MAY 1972 - they went over to the ADVENTIST/FROOM/MAXWELL/HEPPENSTALL/GROTHEER position of the WAGGONER DOCTRINE - CHARACTER - NATURE - FORCES RESIDENT IN THE BODY -
CHANGED by the GIVING of CHARACTER as a GIFT when Christ - Messiah comes! Just like the JWs - HWA - BILLY BABBLING GRAHAM - and the JEWS of TEL AVIV. Hence the desire for a KINGDOM without - and NOTHING WITHIN! How the 'mini-skirts' and the 'pant-suits' WILL LINE UP FOR THAT RELIGION. As well as the SALLY RAND 'STRIPPER HAIRDOS' and the BAAL PRIESTS that can be found to serve them - say nary a word! Do not the 'FORCES RESIDENT IN THE BODY' REMAIN just as they are? Is this not what made SPURGEON a POPULAR BEER HALL CROWD PREACHER? And MOODY! And ORAL ROBERTS! And CALVIN! And all the rest. See it all in the COUNTERFEIT. GC 464-473.

BRINSMEAD BOASTED that when he made this about-switch, 95% marched right along with him - barely missing a beat!

THE WAGGONER DOCTRINE - Adventists (Uriah Smith Myths) would like to give us the idea that Sr. White agreed with everything Jones and Waggoner said in 1888. But how could she agree with what she had not HEARD - ???

Read the OLSON BOOK where ARTHUR L. WHITE opens a crack in the door of 1888 - to see that she REFUSED to be dragged into an argument about a WAGGONER presentation which she had not heard. OLSON TCV p.290-320. Then when she did reply - it was 18 years later in SM 1:212,233,237,431. 28 years later in AA 383,385. WAGGONER WAS NOT RIGHT-!!!

REMEMBER - and never forget - that the leadership went over to the offbeat WAGGONER position - so take with a grain of salt anything that THEY say about it. Yet, in spite of that - here is where FROOM tips his hand to inadvertently ADMIT what WAGGONER taught which Sr. White so emphatically said WAS WRONG!

"Dr. Kellogg controls the voice of Elder A.T.JONES, and will use him as his mouthpiece." 1906. "I have seen Dr. Kellogg exerting a HYPNOTIC influence upon persons." 1906. "Elder WAGGONER has entertained...strange THEORIES...TEARING TO PIECES that which God has built up." 1894. "...In Great Britain, WAGGONER began to espouse and promulgate views of SPIRITUAL AFFINITY...one not rightly a marriage partner here might be one in the life to come, and this allows a present spiritual union." [This explanation by ALW.] "...dangerous, misleading FABLES...DR. WAGGONER was then departing from the faith in
the doctrine he held regarding spiritual **AFFINITIES**...to give heed to **SEDUCING SPIRITS**, doctrines of Satanic origin." Letter 121, 1906. **OLSON TCV 208-9,312-3.**

"It is those who have had the **MOST LIGHT** that Satan seeks the most assiduously to **ENSNARE**...clothe sin with garments of righteousness, and lead many astray...Satan is on your track." **SAME p.314. 1903.**

**REMEMBER** - and never forget: (A) She did **NOT AGREE** with **WAGGONER** in some things in 1888. (b) **FROOM** takes the **WAGGONER** side, and yet he writes:

"**WAGGONER**...said **RIGHTeousness** was a **GIFT**, and **CANNOT** be **EARNED**. The **PARAMOUNT** question was, **Shall we continue to ATTEMPT** to **EARN** salvation, or shall we receive it as a **GIFT**...no one is saved by the **KEEPING** of the **LAW**..."

What these **FROOM** and **HEPPENSTALL** and **BRINSMEAD** and **CALVIN** and **SPURGEON** devotees choose to forget - is that **NO ONE CAN KEEP THE LAW** in his own strength - so why speak of an **IMPOSSIBILITY**? Why speak of someone **TRYING** to keep the **LAW** - without God? Satan tried this for 6,000 years - and **NOT ONE FOLLOWER OF THE DEVIL** has been able to do it yet. So why keep **spouting off** about the **IMPOSSIBILITY** to **EARN** salvation by the **KEEPING** of the **LAW**? When no one has kept the law yet without the grace and power of God. And the one who **DOES** thus **KEEP** the **LAW** - is the **LAST** one to brag and boast about it. It is not the woman who **LOVES** every Tom, Dick and Harry - that knows anything about the **LOVE** that endures - but it is the woman dressed in white - who says the **LEAST** about it. She just **LIVES** it in peace and sobriety - adorning themselves in the fear of God and **SHAMEFACEDNESS** which becometh women professing Godliness with good **WORKS**. **1 Tim. 2:9-11.**

**NOT SO WAGGONER and FROOM** - "**WAGGONER**...said **RIGHTeousness** was a **GIFT** and **CANNOT** be **EARNED**...no one is **SAVED** by the **KEEPING** of the **LAW** - only by the saving **GRACE** of God. In this (He and Froom) **REJOICED.**" **FROOM MD p.244.**

Not knowing of 200 SOP references that tell us **GRACE** gives us the **POWER** to **KEEP** the **LAW**! Do we **DENY** this **POWER**? Then we are no better than the Devil!
"I HAVE BEEN INSTRUCTED TO SAY...

"I have been instructed to say that it is not NEW and fanciful doctrines which the people of God need. They do not need SUPPOSITIONS, which cannot be sustained by the Word of God...FABLES...some have drunk so deeply from the POLLUTED FOUNTAIN, and had become so IMPREGNATED with FALSE IMPRESSIONS that it was IMPOSSIBLE to undeceive them...some of which led to FREE-LOVISM...speculative theories regarding God...Among other views, they held that those once sanctified COULD NOT SIN, and this they were presenting as Gospel food. Their false theories...a SPIRITUALISTIC POWER...beautifully clothed THEORIES...The doctrine that all were HOLY (RDB)...though professedly sanctified, (their thoughts) were FAR FROM PURITY...and the doctrine (FTW) of HOLY FLESH..."

"In the future, TRUTH will be COUNTERFEITED by the precepts of men. Deceptive theories...false science...prepared TEMPTATIONS...PANTHEISTIC THEORIES...SENSUALITY their sphere. They GRATIFY the NATURAL heart, and give leeway to INCLINATION. SEPARATION from God is the result of accepting them. Christ calls upon HIS PEOPLE...stand as those who have strong consistent Christian CHARACTERS. They will not wander into strange paths. Their minds will NOT turn to a religion of SENTIMENTALISM and EXCITEMENT..."

"I beseech those who are laboring for God not to accept the SPURIOUS for the GENUINE. We have a whole Bible full of the most precious TRUTH. We have no need for SUPPOSITIONS or false excitement...Walk firmly, decidedly...God has not laid upon anyone the burden of encouraging an appetite for strange, odd doctrines and theories. My brethren, keep these things OUT of your teaching...The minds of the Jewish teachers were filled with MAXIMS and SUPPOSITIONS. They interpreted the Word to mean that which God never designed it to mean, enforcing their ODDITIES on the common people..."

"A WARNING against such teaching...And this I say...lest any man should BEGUILE you with ENTICING words...BEWARE lest any man SPOIL you through PHILOSOPHY and vain DECEIT, after the TRADITION of men..."

"I am instructed to say to our people...BEWARE how you follow IMPULSE - calling it the Holy Spirit...They are striving for the FIRST PLACE...Against this spirit, and against the false religion
of SENTIMENTALISM, which is equally dangerous, I bear my WARNING...Take heed...Who is your leader? Christ, or the angel who fell from Heaven?...My prayer for you is...according to the riches of His glory, to be strengthened with might by His Spirit in the INNER man; that Christ may dwell IN your hearts by faith; that ye, being rooted and grounded in love, may be able to COMPREHEND with all Saints what is the breadth, and length, and depth, and height; and to know the love of Christ, which passeth knowledge, that ye might be filled with all the fullness of God." p.97-100. MS 145-03. GOING TO B.C. (Letters and Manuscripts and Going to Battle Creek.) Health Research Publication in 1959 - most likely not available anymore. Try - and if not - try used book stores. MOST of the above found in Ev. 595,600. R&H Jan. 21, 1904.

IT TOOK US A LONG TIME
to put two and two together. To come to the full impact of the realization that NOT to accept plain TRUTH as revealed in the Bible and Testimonies - means we are on our way to fall for FANATICISM - SUPERSTITION - VAIN PHILOSOPHY - SOPHISTY - FABLES - TRADITIONS of the ELDERS that make the Word of God non-effect.

Or just fall under the spell of SORCERY - OCCULTISM - EASTERN PHILOSOPHIES - SPIRITUALISM - or MESMERISM.

Which it is said that BRINSMEAD & WRIGHT and many other Adventist Ministers dabbled with - most if not all of them having taken PSYCHOLOGY courses - MIND CONTROL. Knowingly or unknowingly - they are practicing the SECRET and DARK ARTS of WIZARDRY and WITCHCRAFT. They are EXPERTS at it, and more so in the days to come. Even now calling in the professional EXORCISTS to SLIGO and ANDREWS as a follow-up to a course on CHARISMATIC COUNTDOWN - calling on the god of this World to aid and abet them. For they know that they have lost the power.

Without God and without hope in the World - they turn as a last resort to Occult forces - as did King Saul of Old. So that God had to anoint David in secret.

"When trees without fruit are CUT DOWN as cumberers of the ground, when MULTITUDES of FALSE BRETHREN are distinguished from the TRUE, then the HIDDEN ONES will be revealed to view..."
and with hosannas range under the banner of Christ. Those who have been TIMID and SELF-DISTRUSTFUL will declare themselves openly. AS DAVID. T5:81. 1882.

Without calling in the professional EXORCISTS & MESMERISTS to train Adventist Ministers for the Days of Miracles ahead - they might have known that these men have NO DOCTRINES - NO SANCTUARY TRUTHS - they believe in HELL - they hold LOVE above LAW - as Satan did in Heaven, and by which he MESMERIZED 1/3rd of the Angels around the very throne of God! Small wonder that he can work it on frail human beings who will never see God, but a fearful looking for of Judgment - that shall devour the adversaries. All who MAKE and all who LOVE a LIE!

READ THIS BRINSMHEAD:

"And, behold, I come quickly; and my REWARD is WITH me, to give every man according as his WORK shall be...BLESSED are they that DO his COMMANDMENTS, that they may have RIGHT to the Tree of Life, and may enter in through the gates into the city. For WITHOUT are DOGS, and SORCERERS, and WHORE-MONGERS, and MURDERERS, and IDOLATERS, and whosoever LOVETH and MAKETH a LIE." Rev. 22:12-15.

Not only those who MAKE a LIE - but those who LOVE that LIE - will be cast into the Lake of Fire with them. Rev. 20:15. Then they will find, too late, that they will be JUDGED according to their WORKS. Rev. 20:12,13. And 200 more throughout the Bible. But some prefer to go by HEPPENSTALL - BRINSMHEAD - CALVIN - SPURGEON. As Sr. Madelyn Lewis would say: They must be brought to ASHES! God cannot accept such in His Kingdom.

DO THEY HAVE NEW LIGHT OR NO LIGHT - ???

"Associate yourselves, O ye people, and ye shall be broken in pieces...for God is with us...And when they shall say unto you, Seek unto them that have familiar spirits, and unto wizards (exorcists) that peep, and that mutter...TO THE LAW and to the TESTIMONY - if they speak not according to this Word, it is because there is NO LIGHT in them." Isa. 8:9,19,20.

"At this time the LAODICEAN MESSAGE is to be given, to A-ROUSE a slumbering Church. Let the thought of the shortness of time stimulate you to earnest, untiring EFFORT.
Remember that Satan has come down with great power, to work with all deceivableness in them that perish...O that they had broken the yoke!...God says, "Neither will I be with you any more, unless you AWAKE!" SM 1:196. 1904.

It is becoming manifest – as we study the psychology and policy that leads them to discard TRUTH for ERROR – do they do this PASSIVELY – as a helpless bird caught in the serpent's stare – or do they do this KNOWINGLY as BALAAM that seduced Israel?

ANY HONEST PERSON that closely examines their writings, or spends the time that we do listening to what they said on a tape – especially one "off the cuff" in private – one has to see that these are BORN LIARS! LIARS from the word GO! LIARS from the CRADLE!

THAT IS WHY few if any of their followers can repeat what they said – or even TRY to repeat it. For it is WINDING – TWISTING – SELF-CONTRADICTORY – ever CHANGING its shape like a rewinding of the coils of a serpent – ever new coloring like a chameleon to fit with the surroundings – or try to pretend they believe as you do! Men and women pleasers!

"...and they study to get something NEW, something GREAT, and to have their words EXACT to the ear and PLEASING to man – and God's Spirit LEAVES them...and they are LEFT to the buffeting of Satan." EW 116. RH 5:468.

How many preachers there are – only out to PLEASE – come boot-licking and sniveling around – BELIEVING anything you choose to BELIEVE – they BELIEVE this also! "And the Holy Spirit LEAVES them." EW 116. AA 394.

"If any man preach any other Gospel...let him be ACCURSED... for if I yet PLEASE men, I should NOT be the Servant of Christ." GAL. 1:9,10.


And so is all the work of Brinsmead.

AND THEY WILL PLEASE THE WHOLE WORLD - Here we have the key that will unlock the secret of how to be saved or how to be lost. Right there - you have the key in your hand. Must you be WELL THOUGHT OF by all? Must you push SELF into the limelight to be ADMIRE?? Do you not know that this is the mind of a HARLOT?? That the message of Rev. 18 - which these MEN PLEASERS refuse to give - is a WARNING against being found in the company of the crimson HARLOT - who seeks LOVE and UNITY.

If a man JOINS the Adventist Church on the strength of that Church's peculiar doctrines - especially, as many have said - even as late as R&H Sept. 4, 1975. p.13 - the distinctive truths of the Heavenly Sanctuary - which is the Third Angel's Message. EW 254-6.

This SAME R&H decries the trend where "DIFFERENCES have been MINIMIZED" for it is considered poor taste to belabor points known to be UNPOPULAR - so to be known as "BROAD-WAY MINDED" (A term initiated by Hoehn Publications and which has gone around the World!) - differences are set aside and LOVE rules supreme. When God says:

"LOVE NOT - !!!"

"LOVE NOT the World, neither the things that are in the World.
If any man LOVE the World - the LOVE of the Father is NOT in him." 1 John 2:15.

"Know ye not that the FRIENDSHIP of the World is ENMITY with God? Whosoever therefore WILL BE a FRIEND of the World - IS the ENEMY of God." James 4:4.

THEREFORE NO LATTER RAIN
FROOM set his heart - and the fortunes of this Church - to connive to win the World. He worked on it for 40 YEARS - 1933 to KEY '73 - after the wreckage and debacle of KEY '73 - LIGHTNING BOLT PIERSON still goes whimpering around - that we "Truly want to be in the VANGUARD of a great religious revival."

Not knowing that the great RELIGIOUS REVIVAL is the COUNTERFEIT of SATAN the DEVIL! GC 464. It seemed the WHOLE WORLD was on board - there could not be one left who refused to board the MAXWELL TRAIN - the doctrine of Maxwell's UNIVERSALISM! EW 88,263.

"Thou hadst a WHORE'S FOREHEAD - thou REFUSEDEST to be ASHAMED - therefore the showers have been withholden, and there hath been NO LATTER RAIN." Jer. 3:3.

After all the promising that the Adventist will be HONORED above Kings and Emperors as 144,000 sealed and saved Adventists go out and win that MULTITUDE that no FROOM nor GROTHEER nor HOUTEFF nor BRINSMEAD - nor HOPE TAYLOR can NUMBER!

It will be hard put for that Adventist to swallow his pride - as the Disciples had to do after the Cross - when the movement ground to a halt.

"This delusion will spread, and we shall have to contend with it face to face...It seemed that THE WHOLE WORLD was on board ...I asked the Angel if there were NONE LEFT...I saw a LITTLE COMPANY... Who among the MULTITUDE devotees wants a LITTLE COMPANY? Or who among the masters of psychology who strive to win FRIENDS and influence silly women - will want to belong to a REMNANT that are SCATTERED ABROAD or that are VERY SMALL AND FEEBLE or that are the OUTCASTS OF ISRAEL that the Lord comes to GATHER-??? Isa. 10:20,21; 1:11,12,16; 37:31; 56:8; 65:5. Psa. 147:2. Jer. 8:2; 11:23. Eze. 6:....

At the same time that the FALSE LYING PROPHET in that Laodicean pulpit (TM 409) is utterly CUT OFF! (T5:211.)

"Therefore the Lord will CUT OFF from Israel - HEAD and TAIL, branch and bush - in one day. The Ancient and Honorable (Pierson T5:212), he is the HEAD;
and the Prophet that teacheth LIES (Brinsmead-Wright-Grotheer) he is the TAIL. For the LEADERS of this people CAUSE them to ERR; and they that are fed of them are DES-TROYED...FOR EVERY ONE IS A HYPOCRITE...and what will ye do in the Day of VISITATION?" Isa. 9:14-17; 10:3.

"God CANNOT connect with those who live to PLEASE themselves, to make themselves FIRST. Those who do this will in the end - be LAST of all. The SIN that is most nearly HOPELESS and INCURABLE is PRIDE of opinion, self-conceit. This stands in the way of all growth. When a man has DEFECTS of CHARACTER, yet fails of realizing this...HOW CAN HE BE CLEANSED?...How can one IMPROVE when he thinks his ways PERFECT?...CUT IT DOWN! why cumbereth it the ground?... SACRED TRUST, and yet bear NO FRUIT...He says: CUT IT DOWN!" T7:196, 199, 200, 219, 285. T8:127. T5:212, 612. COL 214.

THIS WILL BE OUR TEST!

As these hypocrites mesmerize this people into DRUGS - into WAR - into BILLY BABYLON GRAHAM'S CAMP with the CATHOLICS and POWER-POX TONGUES and HEALERS and JESUS FREAKS - WHAT A MESSAGE OF REV. 18!!! As these hypocrites vote in Autumn Council to "Create a public IMAGE...to REACH the MULTITUDES...To place EMPHASIS on the NONCON- TROVERSIAL TRUTHS... (Such as WHAT?) shared IN COMMON with ALL Christianity." R&H Dec. 18, 1969. p.20.

Now at a cost of untold THOUSANDS of dollars... (We wanted to put out a paper EXPOSING the LIES of RDB to all other Church Leaders - we estimated the cost to be over $50,000.00. So what did it cost the R&H to send this SPECIAL SEPT. 1975 MINISTRY MAGAZINE - cross and all on the front page - "OUR GIFT TO YOU" - we are definitely NOT "an over enthusiastic religious OFF-SHOOT" - even with all the craziest of the OFF-SHOOTS called back into the Church in MISSION 1971-!!! BRINSMED and WRIGHT joining MAXWELL IN KEY '73!!)

After 40 YEARS of FROOM-ANDERSON - after twisting the doctrine to bring "I AM SAVED" and what always goes along with it - "FAITH ALONE" - but never mind HOW DEFECTIVE they may become - they are still the ONE OBJECT in the World upon whom the Lord displays His SUPREME REGARD - even though this teaching is BABYLON and "...this ENSNARING doctrine - it is NOT faith...it is PRESUMPTION." GC 472.
But this is just one of 20 other banners that have fallen to the enemy so that FROOM finally swung it to teach IN COMMON with the other Churches.

**PLUM ONE:**

"We do apologize...for our laxity in not being MORE FRIENDLY... (Listen to the T8:250 Laodicean HARLOT!) ...our beliefs, many of which are partially or in FULL AGREEMENT with yours." p.3. SDA MINISTRY, Sept. 1975. JRS.

**PLUM CRAZY:**

"MOST are beliefs COMMON to MOST Christian groups." (Such as WHAT?) p.11. R&H May 23, 1968. FDY.

**FROOM'S FOLLY:**

"We hold in high esteem the Christian men and women in other communions who are engaged in winning souls to Christ." (In that case - why don't you JOIN them? As you WILL do in GC 608. T5:463.) QD p.626. 1957.

**THE TESTIMONIES**

"Satan flatters his coworkers that he will do a work that will CAPTIVATE the World...The professed Christian churches are NOT converting the World; for they are themselves CORRUPTED...Satan numbers the World as his subjects, he has gained CONTROL of the APOSTATE CHURCHES; but here is a LITTLE COMPANY that are resisting his supremacy. If he could blot THEM from the earth, his triumph would be COMPLETE. T9:65,231.

"Satan has taken full possession of THE CHURCHES as a body... Said the Angel, the FRIENDSHIP and spirit of the World are at ENMITY with God...I saw that since Jesus had LEFT the Holy place of the Heavenly Sanctuary, and had ENTERED WITHIN the second vail, THE CHURCHES were LEFT as were the Jews: and have been filling up with every UNCLEAN and HATEFUL BIRD... Their professions, their prayers and their exhortations, are an ABOMINATION in the sight of God...their CARNAL minds dwell upon THEMSELVES. They decorate their poor mortal bodies, and then look upon themselves with SATISFACTION and PLEASURE. Jesus and the Angels look upon them in ANGER... and they will DRINK the WRATH of God. An INNUMERABLE host of EVIL ANGELS are spreading themselves over the whole land.
THE CHURCHES and RELIGIOUS BODIES are crowded with them ...ALL Heaven beholds with INDIGNATION...God will restrain HIS ANGER, but little longer. HIS ANGER BURNS against this nation, and especially against the RELIGIOUS BODIES. SG 1:189-191.

The religion of these lukewarm Adventists is like a leaky bucket used for shotgun practice.

"Those who come up to every point, and stand every TEST, and OVERCOME, be the price what it may, have heeded the counsel of the TRUE WITNESS, and THEY will be fitted by the LATTER RAIN for translation..."

"It would be more pleasing to the Lord if LUKEWARM PROFESSORS of Religion had never named his name...Such are a CURSE to the cause at home or abroad. They draw nigh to God with their lips – while their HEART is FAR from Him...I saw that the Lord was whetting his sword in Heaven to CUT THEM DOWN...The true witness declares: I know thy WORKS...They CLING to their POSSESSIONS, and are not willing to distribute of their substance to advance the cause of God. They have no FAITH to venture and trust God. Their LOVE of this World swallows up their FAITH...He will pass them by, and raise up OTHERS to fill their places...Now he has NO USE for you, and lets you go, bidding you, Go to now, ye RICH men..."

"I was shown that as the work was closing up and the truth going forth in mighty power, these RICH men will bring their MEANS, and lay it at the feet of the servants of God, begging them to accept it. The answer from the servants of God is, Go to, now ye RICH men. Your means are not needed." SG 2: 226-246.

A CARDINAL POINT

"But now time is almost finished, and what we have been YEARS learning - they will have to learn in a few MONTHS." EW 67.

(1) On the one hand we have the Devil's train: "It seemed that the WHOLE WORLD was on board...there were none left," EW 263. This is the GREAT COUNTERFEIT that comes FIRST - before the TRUE "MOVEMENT SHALL COME!" GC 464. "GATHER ye FIRST the TARES for the BURNING."
THIS IS THE STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS

As the Laodiceans gear up to UNITE with the World in being in the Lightning Bolt Pierson "VANGUARD" of a great COUNTERFEIT (GATHERING) of the tares with that OMEGA of all APOSTASY - that MAXWELL BOOK.

Together with all segments of the AWAKENING in uniting with the World in KEY 73 - expecting this to be the LOUD CRY and LATTER RAIN - the steady erosion of all the Sanctuary Truths - to be IN COMMON - X-MASS, EASTER - anything goes - paving the way for the image - not realizing that their programs are not only absurd - but also contemptible

As Christ told Judas - so the Lord tells Laodicea in the Straight Testimony to the Laodiceans - "GET ON WITH IT-!!!!"

HERE IS IS: "GATHER yourselves... (Not the Lord's gathering - only the gathering of YOURSELVES! The Lord had nothing to do with it except to CHOOSE their DELUSIONS so that the honest and sincere can tell them a mile away!)

"GATHER yourselves together, yea, GATHER together, O nation (denomi-NATION) not desired; BEFORE the decree bring forth, BEFORE the day pass as the chaff, BEFORE the fierce ANGER of the Lord come upon YOU, BEFORE the day of the Lord's ANGER come upon you..." T1:180. (Footnotes.)

This is the DARE - this is the CHALLENGE - as the stupid AWAKENING thinks God and Christ and all Heaven is going around crying and bawling on account of that Laodicean HARLOT down below. Why he could raise up a better people from the STONES! Now we see them gearing up - as did KD&A - the Church Leaders - to go into the Promised Land. Their HOPES were HIGH! PP 400. "JUDAS...his HOPES were HIGH. His disappointment was BITTER." DA 718.

"When the professed people of God are UNITING with the World, living as they live, and JOINING with them in forbidden pleasure; when the LUXURY of the World becomes the LUXURY of the Church; when the marriage bells are chiming, and all are looking forward to many years of worldly prosperity, then, SUDDENLY, as the LIGHTNING flashes from the Heavens, will come the END of their BRIGHT VISIONS and DELUSIVE HOPES." GC 338-9. DA 379,383.
THIS WILL BE OUR TEST

Let them try once again - as they voted in Vienna - to get the KEY '73 CIRCUS WAGON out of the ditch - and put on the biggest clown act since the World began - let them once again try to prove to the World that they believe the same as they do. The grand counterfeit! Manufactured in Washington, D.C.

God's Saints will not go along with it - and this will cause a shaking as the straight-from-the-shoulder-testimony is given TO (Not FROM!) TO the Laodiceans.

It is all clearly depicted in the SHAKING chapter. Do not read it from EW 269-273 because SENTENCES and FOOTNOTES are MISSING! Therefore take it from the ORIGINAL T1:179-184.

THE STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS

FACT #1 - If the Church gives the LOUD CRY - as FROOM - HOUTEFF - URIAH SMITH - BRINSMEAD - DOUGLASS - GROTHEER - and a whole retinue of other UNBELIEVERS in the Testimonies affirm -
FACT #2 - THAT would be a "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY" - FROM the Laodiceans! All the World is obligated to listen to them as they foist MORE DRUGS on us in soul and body.

"To stand in defense of truth and righteousness when the MAJORITY forsake us, to fight the battles of the Lord when champions are FEW - THIS WILL BE OUR TEST." T5:136.

FACT #3 - It is an incontestable FACT that the "Straight Testimony" is TO the Laodiceans - and not FROM the Laodiceans!

FACT #4 - There will be no LOUD CRY - no LATTER RAIN - without the MIDNIGHT CRY - which is the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS" - which is the "FORMER RAIN" or "EARLY SHOWERS" - "At this time the LAODICEAN MESSAGE is to be given, to AWAKE a SLUMBERING CHURCH." SM 1:196.

"...unless the FORMER RAIN has fallen, there will be NO LIFE...Unless the EARLY SHOWERS have done their work, the LATTER RAIN can bring no seed to PERFECTION." "Only those who are living up to the LIGHT they have will receive GREATER LIGHT. Unless we are DAILY ADVANCING...we shall not RECOGNIZE...the LATTER RAIN." TM 506-7.

"We may be sure that when the Holy Spirit is poured out - those who did not RECEIVE and APPRECIATE the EARLY RAIN - will not see or understand the value of the LATTER RAIN." TM 339.
"A listless, unfeeling manner of presenting the truth will never AROUSE men and women from their death-like SLUMBER...Men and women are in the last hours of probation, and yet are CARELESS and STUPID, and ministers have NO POWER to AROUSE them; they are ASLEEP themselves. SLEEPING PREACHERS PREACHING TO A SLEEPING PEOPLE!" T2:337.

"Men who stand in very responsible positions at the HEART of the work are ASLEEP. Satan has PARALYZED them...to TEAR DOWN what God has commanded to be BUILT UP." T2:439,440.

"They do not bear the Divine credentials...They would TEAR DOWN that which God would RESTORE by the LAODICIAN MESSAGE." TM 22,23.

"But FEW realize the true state of things. All who are ASLEEP, and who cannot realize any necessity for vigilance and alarm - WILL BE OVERCOME." T3:473.

"PURIFY your souls by OBEYING the truth. FAITH without WORKS is DEAD. Put not off the day of PREPARATION. SLUMBER NOT in a state of UNPREPAREDNESS, having no OIL in your vessels with your lamps." TM 443. (This was a special warning to fornicating ministers. TM 446-7.)

"God calls for watchmen...who will AROUSE men and women from their lethargy - lest they SLEEP the SLEEP of DEATH." T8:304. (This is listed as THE LAODICIAN MESSAGE - "Unto the Angel of the Church of the Laodiceans WRITE...")

FACT #5 - This, of course is "CONTRARY... (Webster: the very opposite of!) ...CONTRARY to any human planning." TM 300. "But if we do not AWAKE more generally and fully, then those who know not the truth for this time will advance BEFORE us, and BLOCK UP OUR WAY." TM 207.

"Those who are DO-NOTHINGS now will have the superscription upon them, "Thou art weighed in the balances, and art found WANTING." TM 237.

"It is no time now to tolerate SLEEPY WATCHMEN, and then never should have been TOLERATED." RH 3:343. March 24, 1896. (LEFT OUT - not good enough for ADVENTIST HOME or for EVANGELISM.)
"The Lord is soon to come; there must be a REFIGNING, WINDNOWING process in every Church, for there are among us WICKED MEN who do not love the truth. There is need of TRANSFORMATION of CHARACTER. Will the Church rise up and put on her beautiful garments, the righteousness of Christ? It is soon to be seen who are vessels unto honor. "AND AFTER THESE THINGS I SAW ANOTHER ANGEL come down from Heaven, having great power...those who will be vessels unto honor; for THEY will receive the LATTER RAIN." RH 2:239. March 19, 1895. (Very studiously and carefully LEFT OUT of EVANGELISM p.186-7.)

"THE CHURCH is weak and inefficient because many of its members follow their own impulses, refusing to do the will of God. Not by the Spirit of God, but by another spirit are they led..."

"SOON the handwriting on the wall, now UNINTELLIGIBLE to them - will be READ. But it will then be TOO LATE for them to repent. Like Belshazzar, they seem unable to see their peril. A STRAIGHT TESTIMONY MUST BE BORNE TO OUR CHURCHES AND INSTITUTIONS, to AROUSE the SLEEPING ones." RH 4:467. Nov. 18, 1902. (LEFT OUT - not good enough for EVANGELISM p.631-2. Not good enough for any other book!)

A STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS

"If they continue to walk in their own way, I will come still closer; and AFFLICTION shall come upon the FAMILIES who claim to believe the truth, but who do not practice the truth, who do not make the Lord God of Israel their FEAR and their DREAD..."

"GOD'S JUDGMENTS have fallen upon our institutions in Battle Creek...FEAR and TREMBLING take hold of me as to what will be the NEXT revelation of God's displeasure...They have brought into his institutions PRINCIPLES that he has CONDEMNED...The result will be that God will speak AGAIN in judgment as he has spoken heretofore..."

"God has not given his Church into the hands of men...Let us change quickly, or he who holds the Seven Stars in His right hand...will say to US, as he said to the Church of Ephesus, "I have somewhat against thee, because thou hast left thy first LOVE. Remember therefore from whence thou art FALLEN, and..."
REPEAT, and DO the first WORKS; or else I will come unto thee quickly, and will REMOVE thy candlestick OUT of his place." The WORK that God desires to see done by Seventh-day Adventists - IS NOT DONE. Unless there is a decided CHANGE, the people will accept as truth - that which is not truth." RH 4:487, 519, 521. 1903. (LEFT OUT - not fit for COMMENTARIES 7:956 or any other book! This might be DEALING in the NEGATIVE! But the POSITIVE FOOLS ought to be POSITIVELY told that they are POSITIVELY going to HELL!) "...which SAY they are APOSTLES, and are NOT, and hast found them LIARS!" (Same p.521.)

WTF - FOOTNOTES - the 144,000 SEALED SAINTS are PHILADELPHIANS! As a World famous Seventh-day Adventist colpor-teur said: "Well, that PROVES it."

Yes - it certainly does - as do 50 other references. Who wants to drag along - come to the MOST HOLY PLACE door - with Brinsmead or Leslie Hardinge in the GC Session in 1970 - seeking JUSTIFICATION clear inside the Sanctuary - looking for something they call "JUSTIFICATION by FAITH!" (What faith?) Way OUT of the Sanctuary in the alleged OUTER COURT! WAITING ABOUT the Sanctuary to go IN to the MOST HOLY PLACE in the JUDGMENT HOUR - or now since 1972 - when Christ-Messiah comes - and NONE of the Reformers, and NONE of the Adventists seem to care. As the foolish virgins - the LAST Church - the LOST Church - comes dragging along - LAST - LOST - and TOO LATE!

With a few words the SOP depicts the fate of the LAST Church thus: "While they went to BUY... (Of Billy Babbling Graham in his Key '73 with the Catholics - of the professional power-pox rock and roll artists who are training them how to EXORCISE ADVENTIST DEMONS at SLIGO and ANDREWS in 1975.)

"While they went to BUY... (Turning over the offering plate with $2,000.00 in it) ... the PROCESSION moved on, and LEFT them behind. (The wise) JOINED the throng...and the DOOR was SHUT. COL 406. "I know you not."

THE WISE will now trim their lamps - re-study their position - refuse to go along with the trustees that cannot be trusted. TM 106,146,361,376,386. Have their eyes opened to SEE. EW 69. RH 4:417. SOP 4:283. And find that little narrow path cast high above the Earth.
"Those who receive the SEAL of the living God and are protected in the Time of Trouble must reflect the image of Jesus FULLY. I saw that many were NEGLECTING the preparation so needful and were looking to the time of the REFRESHING and the LATTER RAIN to FIT them to stand in the Day of the Lord and to live in His sight. Oh, how many I saw in the Time of Trouble without a shelter! They had NEGLECTED the needful PREPARATION; therefore they could not receive the REFRESHING that all must have to fit them to live in the sight of a Holy God...will come up to the time of the falling of the plagues, and then SEE that they needed to be hewed and squared for the building. But there will be no TIME... (There goes the Fred Wrong Wright religion right out the window! Is the CHANGE of CHARACTER INSTANTANEOUS - or does it take TIME?)

"But there will be no TIME then to do it - and no MEDIATOR... BEFORE THIS TIME the awfully solemn declaration has gone forth, "He that is unjust, let him be unjust still: and he that is filthy, let him be filthy still...and he that is holy, let him be holy still." EW 71.

PHILADELPHIA

Dear Bro. Hoehn: Box 823, Grass Valley, CA 95945

I am afraid you are going to be very disappointed in my book. I have heavily underscored so many of the passages. I have had the book for 38 years. I can never get another one because it is years out of print. You are the only one I would care to lend it to.

Sincerely, Leo Rand


Much of this book is of the original PRESENT TRUTHS and some of the ADVENT REVIEWS - it was pulled out of circulation no doubt - to make way for the six big REVIEW and HERALD ARTICLE books. (Which also contain the PT-series.)

Anyone having a copy of this 1946 book - we would like one very much.
In the meantime we hope to PHOTO-OFFSET a Cardinal Truth from THE ADVENT REVIEW – Auburn, NY., Sept. 1850. By the Publishing Committee – the real pioneers who approved the position taken by Elder James White – p.56-7 – on the question of:

THE ONE HUNDRED AND FORTY FOUR THOUSAND

"The history and description of the 144,000 apply to those who are to be changed at the coming of the Lord, and to no other class. First having his Father's name written in their foreheads." Said the true witness to the PHILADELPHIAN Church, "Him that overcometh, will I make a pillar in the temple of my God, and he shall go no more out, and I will WRITE UPON HIM THE NAME OF MY GOD!" Where-??? "In their FOREHEADS!" Just where John saw the Father's name. Now just as sure as the Philadelphian church is the true church of the last days, just so sure the 144,000 are SEALED, just before the coming of the Lord."

HIRAM EDSON
DAVID ARNOLD
GEO. W. HOLT
SAMUEL W. RHODES
JAMES WHITE

Publishing Committee – 1850

We rejoice that Bro. Leo Rand heavily underscored that EARLY PERIODICALS book. It shows that he READ it. It shows that he APPRECIATED it. And this is what WEANED him from the domination of the Adventist leaders when he saw what God thought of them! Why should we not think the same?

"THE REASON WHY our preachers accomplish so little is that they do not walk with God. He is a day's journey from most of them." T1:434. 1862.

"GREAT LIGHT has been shining upon THE CHURCH, and they are CONdemned by the light, because they refuse to walk in it. If they were BLIND, they would be without sin. But they have SEEN light, and have HEARD much truth; yet they are NOT wise and holy...Instead of going FORWARD to PERFEc-

TION, they are taking backtracks to the DARKNESS and BON-

DAGE OF EGYPT...

"Will the Israel of God AWAKE? Will all who profess godliness seek to put away from them every WRONG - confess to God every secret sin...
"If the moral CHARACTER and spiritual state of God's people do not correspond with the blessings, privileges, and LIGHT which has been conferred upon them, they are weighed in the balance and found WANTING. Angels make their report - WANTING!...They PROFESS themselves as his chosen, peculiar people...HOW GREAT is the DARKNESS of such! Yet they know it not. The LIGHT shines, but they do not comprehend it. No stronger delusion can deceive the human mind than that which makes them BELIEVE that they are RIGHT (SAVED!) and that God accepts their WORKS (DRUGS) when they are sinning against him. They mistake the FORM of godliness for the spirit and power thereof. They SUPPOSE that they are RICH, and have need of NOTHING, when they are POOR, wretched, BLIND, and naked, and need ALL THINGS...

"They FOLLOW him at such a distance that they do not really know half the time whether they are following his footprints, or the footsteps of their great enemy...Why should we wish to keep the FRIENDSHIP of our Lord's enemies, and follow their CUSTOMS (EASTER, X-MASS, STYLES) and be led by their opinions? There must be an entire...FORSAKING and TURNING AWAY from the LOVE of the WORLD and earthly things, or we cannot be his disciples." RH 2:71-2. Aug. 31, 1886. (LEFT OUT - not good enough for ANY BOOK!)

**IMAGINE** that they are so PROUD that they are NOT THE BEAST - they are only "...following in the track of ROMANISM." TM 362. T7:181.

**IMAGINE** that they are so PROUD that they are NOT BABYLON - they are only PREPARING the way for BABYLON. "So APOSTASY in THE CHURCH will PREPARE the way for the IMAGE to the BEAST." GC 444.

**IMAGINE** that they are so PROUD that they know all about "THREE UNCLEAN SPIRITS LIKE FROGS" (Rev. 16:13) will PREPARE THE WAY for the KINGS OF THE EAST in ARMAGEDDON.

**IMAGINE** that it makes NO DIFFERENCE if one is of the BEAST or of the DRAGON - why be so PROUD of not being one of THEM? When the same Bible text reads that the FALSE PROPHET is tarred with the same brush and is cast into the same lake of FIRE, Rev. 19:20. These are BOTH cast ALIVE together into the same LAKE of FIRE burning with brimstone. Will it be EASIER to be only a FALSE PROPHET-?? As are all those who aid and abet that MAXWELL BOOK and all it stands for!
As they go screaming into the Lake of Fire, I imagine it will be no consolation for some GROTHEER to tell them they are NOT BABYLON nor a PART of BABYLON! They are only the MERCHANTS thereof! Selling her DRUGS, WARS,/styles and DOCTRINES. "Ye shall KNOW them by their FRUITS...NOT by its PROFESSION, but by its FRUITS is a tree known." Read T5: 211-2 and tell me what you think that means. Then watch the face of that preacher as you ask him to explain it away. "BLIND leaders of the BLIND - both shall fall (in the ditch of destruction) TOGETHER!" "But where are thy gods that thou hast made thee, let them arise, if they can save thee in the time of thy trouble: for according to the number of thy cities are thy gods, O Judah... (EW 282, GC 656) your own SWORD hath devoured you PROPHETS...Also in thy skirts is found the BLOOD of the souls of the poor innocents... (who are foolish enough to come to your drug and dope Caducean white elephants) ...Why gaddest thou about so much...Thou hadst a WHORE'S FOREHEAD, thou REFUSEDST to be ASHAMED... Therefore the SHOWERS have been WITHHOLDEN, and there hath been NO LATTER RAIN." Jer. 2:28,30,34,36.

Sr. White said to read Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Ezekiel as applying to our time. T5:753. Well, Sir - if we did that, we might begin to believe the Testimonies.

It must be understood, that in the era of the giving of the Testimonies - Satan sought to counteract the force and influence of the gift of Prophecy by raising up such as Mary Baker Eddy and Annie Besant - the Jeanne Dixons of the time - an upsurge of FORTUNE TELLING to make of no effect the Spiritual Gift.

Many people were averse to accepting ANYTHING from a woman. Organizations strictly man-controlled were the order of the day in America. To get the truth to these people in the formative years - as can be clearly seen in the publications such as A WORD TO THE LITTLE FLOCK and the PRESENT TRUTH series, as well as the early ADVENT REVIEWS - James White and others wrote PAGES and PAGES before Sr. White wrote anything.
It must also be understood that when James White DID write, he did so in consultation with her, and often under their joint signatures. That was why it was SHAME that these early periodicals (the Leo Rand book) were pulled out of circulation - for perhaps 75% of the content is NOT FOUND in the six big ARTICLE books. This information is invaluable. Belief in it would put a STOP to entire false teaching by some of the 80 Sabbatarian organizations, most of whom adhere to URIAH SMITH MYTHS, talking of HIM being a PIONEER. He was anything but! He was a PIONEER of: LAODICEA is the LAST and ONLY Church - there is no other. Such people would NEVER believe the Testimony version of what "SPEWN OUT" means. No Adventist Minister and few if any Reformers or Awakeners or Shepherd's Rod would so much as mention 16:408 in any writings or sermons. Because they do not believe 16:408.

He CANNOT
and He CANNOT
and He CANNOT.

He CANNOT use your Adventist leaders! T5:80,211-2,463.

"The GRACE of God has DEPARTED...COLD...CHRISTLESS...IN-SIPID...DISAGREEABLE...I will spue thee OUT!" MB 37.

Of course, according to the FROOMS, that is all NEGATIVE. Some day you will find it is all POSITIVE. They will POSITIVELY be SPEWN OUT! SM 1:358.

JUST THINK OF THESE WONDERFUL TESTIMONIES

telling us HOW the FROOMS and ANDERSONS would drag this organization.. (With not a peep of protest from any so-called REFORM group - but who for the most part went right along with them, teaching the very same things.)

Teaching for doctrines the very errors pin-pointed and outlined in GC 464-473 in the COUNTERFEIT of Satan. Also catalogued in detail in the OMEGA warning to come. SM 1:185-225. NOT ONE of these 80 Sabbatarian groups has ever mentioned the mysterious before-unheard-of PROCESSION found in COL 406. It took us 10 years to find our for sure WHO they are. COL 79,389-9. SM 2:16. CWE 26. RH 3:473.

"Better than the friendship of the World is the friendship of Christ's redeemed." COL 374.
NOT ONE Adventist or Reform leader – falling over backwards to adulate Billy Graham – the mighty Philistine Goliath – has ever pointed out that the ones who set up the IMAGE to the BEAST – are NAMED by NAME in GC 444-5.

(A) Seventh-day Adventists. GC 608. T5:463.
(B) Evangelicals. Billy Babylon Graham is the leader of Adventists and Evangelicals. He brought together the three-fold union in his KEY 73. Why are REFORMERS so DEATH-LY QUIET about that FREAK SHOW? And still more DEATHLY QUITE about the NEXT FREAK SHOW which will be 10 TIMES as bad as that one. They took OUT of the Testimonies that it will be from BAD to WORSE! PT 22.

Any honest person that can resist brainwashing and Mesmerism – MUST AGREE in reading Rev. 3 that PHILADELPHIA is the CHURCH TRIUMPHANT! That she came forth in 1844 as the real PIONEERS taught in 1840. That she is the OPEN DOOR CHURCH OF 1844. GC 429, 430. That there are TWO CHURCH-ES shown in TM 16 that your preacher is always spouting off about but who NEVER, no NEVER, will tell you one peep about that OTHER CHURCH on that same page! So which ONE is the APPLE of His Eye and which ONE does it not matter to Brinsmead how DEFECTIVE she may be? And which ONE is the SYNAGOGUE (Not a Church!) of Satan? Rev. 3:9.

THE SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN!

No, not BABYLON! Only the SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN! And did you ever follow that NAME thru the writings?

They ADMIT (Seven plagues too late!) that they are WRONG! They BOW at the Saints' feet! All this in WTF 12. "You think, that those who worship before the Saints' feet, (Rev. 3:9), will at last be SAVED. Here I must differ with you; for God shew me that THIS CLASS were professed ADVENTISTS, who had fallen away...And in the Hour of Temptation, (Rev. 3:10), which is yet to come, to SHOW... (Not to BUILD or to CHANGE, but to SHOW...)

"...to SHOW everyone's true CHARACTER, they will KNOW that they are forever LOST; and overwhelmed with anguish of spirit, they will BOW at the Saints' feet." WTF 12.
EXORCISM and TONGUES and HEALING and LOVE ABOVE LAW and LOVE UNLIMITED and MIRACLES and FLYING SAUCERS (GC 624) will increase and spread until it is likened to a TRAIN.

Which is a Movement in which people SIT DOWN at EASE and are CARRIED ALONG IN STYLE — and who expect — without any EFFORT on their part — to be dumped off at Grand Central Station with Billy Graham banners flying and the whole World out to WELCOME them — and we will have to meet it "FACE to FACE!" EW 88,263. This was the grand FROOM/CLEVELAND PLAN for KEY '73 — the BLACK and WHITE SPECIAL — all based on URIAH SMITH MYTHS.

"It is Satan...He has taken the World captive. They are given over to STRONG DELUSION, to believe a LIE that they may be DAMNED...and they are going with LIGHTNING SPEED to PERDI-
TION...I asked the Angel if there were NONE LEFT...I saw a LITTLE COMPANY...This LITTLE COMPANY..." EW 263.

LET'S STOP RIGHT THERE! Who wants to belong to a LITTLE COMPANY—?? That is NOT what HOUTEFF promised us, nor FROOM, nor BRINSMEAD, nor GROTHEER, nor any other AD-
VENTIST TRAINED FALSE PROPHET—!!!

This LITTLE COMPANY starts out NOT with a TRAIN, but with HORSES with all sorts of BAGGAGE and all. They are going to take it with them. WAGON LOADS. But things get tough and the going gets rough! Until the WAGONS do not carry them at EASE any longer. And they take only a minimum of baggage and take to the horses. But by—and—by they are forced to drop their BAGGAGE or go over the cliff with it. And then you know what happens? THIS MOVEMENT LOSES MEM-
BERS RIGHT ALONG until finally they must LEAVE the HORSES.

UNTIL — instead of a "MOVEMENT of DESTINY" — it becomes a "MOVEMENT of DESPERATION" — no FROOM around, no BRINS-
MEAD with his grace bottle of joy-juice, nobody greases any more wheels, no soft pillows behind your back, no prepared hot lunches from the Laodicean dining car, no MAXWELL FAIRY TALES every night to help you to go beddy-bye. No Sally Rand stripper hairdos nor Minis would be in place here. No preacher leading no multitudes down the Shepherd's Rod gar-
den path. It is only ONE found on this road — ONE following in the footprints of ANOTHER.
Long since the preachers had given up and joined the Billy Graham crew. As The Storm Approaches — not even here yet — they throw in the sponge. Cowardly take the side of the opposers. T5:77, 81, 136, 450, 463, 525, 707. GC 444-5, 608. We will then be "...perhaps separately and alone. T5:463.

No multitude believer can believe this: "We must learn to stand alone...the sooner we learn this — the better." EW 105. GC 142, 395. R&H Dec. 18, 1888.

"There is, indeed a wider road; but its end is destruction. If you would climb the path of spiritual life, you must constantly ascend; for it is an upward way. You must go with the few, for the multitude will choose the downward path. MB 138. (197-8.)

"The way of life is narrow and the entrance straight. If you cling to any besetting sin you will find the way too narrow for you to enter. Your own ways, your own will, your evil habits and practices, must be given up if you would keep the way of the Lord...

"Yet do not therefore conclude that the upward path is the hard and the downward road the easy way. All along that road that leads to death there are pains and penalties, there are sorrows and disappointments, there are warnings not to go on...

"It is true that Satan's path is made to appear attractive, but it is a deception; in the way of evil there is bitter remorse and cankering care...and the soul that follows that path descends into the shadows of unending night..." MB 139. (198-201.)


The Last Saving Message
There is only one last saving message. It is the message of Rev. 18. This message is clear. There is no doubt in this message. This message is a choice.

"Choose ye this day!"
CHOOSE to go with the multitudes to perdition.
CHOOSE to unite with the World.
CHOOSE to go along with Billy Graham.
CHOOSE to teach IN COMMON with the other Churches.
CHOOSE the three-fold union with the Crimson Harlot – EVANGELICALS, CATHOLICS, ADVENTISTS, KEY '73.
CHOOSE the MAXWELL BOOK and the Devil's train. EW 88,263.
CHOOSE that OMEGA of all APOSTASY to worship OUTSIDE of the Most Holy Place.
CHOOSE to deny all the Sanctuary truths.
CHOOSE to pretend they believe the truth anyway!
CHOOSE to partake of their SINS.
CHOOSE to receive of their PLAGUES.
CHOOSE to pay God's tithe to them no matter what.
CHOOSE the blind leaders of the blind.
CHOOSE the Last Church.
CHOOSE the Foolish Virgin Church.

OR ELSE CHOOSE – as Bro. "Bud" Shuster of Rt. 9, Box 677, Greensburg, PA 15601.

He pointed out in the OHIO-PENNSYLVANIA MEETINGS in 1974 – as we compared the ORIGINAL GREAT CONTROVERSY with the present fake.

THE ORIGINAL BOOK – which we used to call the 1884 GC – but since this book was #4 of a series of four GREAT CONTROVERSY SERIES – of the ORIGINAL SPIRIT OF PROPHECY SERIES – and because all four books are now reprinted by the Conference (About $15.00 for the set of four from BBH) we now call that book 1884 SOP 4:....

Someone should tell local Elder Greenleaf and wife, also Pastor J.S.Russell of the Ohio Conference – not to mislead people any more about the ORIGINAL GC being EXPANDED into the CONFLICT OF THE AGES SERIES – or, as said on a tape, ENLARGED into five books!

The books called THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY, Series 1-2-3-4 – each and every one covered the subject of "THE GREAT CONTROVERSY between CHRIST and His Angels and SATAN and his angels."

1870 SOP Book One of the series being PATRIARCHS and PROPHETS.
ALL FOUR ORIGINAL books were the GREAT CONTROVERSY series. ALL FOUR ORIGINAL books were the SOP series.

It was URIAH SMITH and company that did what they were told NOT to do - put out big flashy books filled with pictures to sell at a high price with lots of paper.

Who CHANGED the TITLES of these books. Who CHANGED the CONTENTS of these books. URIAH SMITH was in the office in 1870. T3:18.

To avoid giving UNNECESSARY OFFENSE to CATHOLICS, or WHICH MIGHT STIR UP BITTER AND UNPROFITABLE CONTROVERSIES among ADVENTISTS and others - "Therefore, when the new edition of GREAT CONTROVERSY was brought out in 1888, THERE WERE LEFT OUT... (HEAR! HEAR! HEAR!)

ALL ADVENTIST PREACHERS TAKE NOTE - !!!
You learned (or were supposed to learn) in your Seminary courses - such as T-570-1963 WHITE ESTATE - p.123-141. (Obtainable in separate sheets - ask for "GREAT CONTROVERSY" explanation.)

p.127. "...there were LEFT OUT about 20 pages of matter, 4 or 5 pages in a place..." (Which might OFFEND Adventists in other parts of the World to be told the HOLY SEE in WASHINGTON, D.C. - would UNITE with BILLY BABBILING GRAHAM and end up keeping SUNDAY WITHOUT ANY FORCE! Merely by URGING and BRIBES. And the attempt to PLEASE as did Old BALAAM. This history is to be repeated. We are living in the days when it IS being repeated - which is why WE reprinted the ORIGINAL BOOK so the lovers of the World and the Devil that leads them - would not fool us again. PP 456-7,458-9.)

A - B - C

(A) We want to know what the ORIGINAL books said.
(B) We want to know WHAT they left OUT or took OUT.
(C) We want to know WHAT they put IN and WHY.

A - B - C

(A) We want to know how this messing around with the books may affect our understanding of prophetic interpretations in the closing days in which we live.

- 40 -
(B) We want to know why God did not know as well as the General Conference of Seventh-day Adventists - how to deal with vital truth WITHOUT OFFENDING the World and the Devil - and especially without offending Seventh-day Adventists who do not want the rest of the World to know they will keep SUNDAY! GC 608.

(C) We want to know SPECIFICALLY just WHAT was CHANGED and WHY. We wrote that FOREWORD to the 1884 GC - 5,000 copies went around the World and NOT ONE ever wrote in denying ANYTHING. In which we showed the CHANGES and the REASONS FOR THE CHANGES. And that Sr. White said AFTER these CHANGES were made in 1883-1888 (And one BIG enough reason to clamp the lid on 1888) she said she was not instructed to make ANY such changes!

"NOT A WORD IS CHANGED OR DENIED." Series B7:57. 1905.

"I have NOT been instructed to CHANGE that which I have sent out." R&H Jan. 26, 1905. RH 5:110. 1905.

It is when they cut sentences in half - SHUFFLE paragraphs around - print the FIRST part LAST and the LAST part FIRST - leave out key paragraphs - that leads the ignorant dupes who go by them to pay them tithe - NO MATTER WHAT THEY DO with it! They did it by LEAVING OUT the REST of that SERIES "A" statement. But our experience has been, and will remain so, that the BIG MAJORITY love to have it so - and what will ye do in the end thereof-???. THE END WILL BE MIGHTY INTERESTING!

"For I testify unto every man that heareth the words of prophecy of this book, If any man shall ADD unto these things, God shall ADD unto him the PLAGUES that are written in this book...

"And if any man shall TAKE AWAY from the words of the book of this prophecy, God shall TAKE AWAY his part out of the Book of Like, and out of the Holy City." Rev. 22:18.

"These brethren took this position: We believe the visions but Sr. White, in writing them, put in her own words, and we will believe that portion which we think is of God, and will not heed the other...Their example and influence have raised DOUBTS in the minds of others. - 41 -
It would have been better for the cause of Present Truth had they both OPPOSED the gifts. Then the people would not have been DECEIVED and would not have stumbled over these BLIND TEACHERS. We have wronged the Church of God, in that we have not spoken out BEFORE." T1:234.

The seven "WOE" trumpets are trumpets of WARNING. The last three are in the Seven Last Plagues.

"There are fearful WOES for those who preach the truth, but are not sanctified by it, and also for those who consent to RECEIVE and MAINTAIN the UNSANCTIFIED to minister to them in word and doctrine." T1:261-2.

"In this fearful time, just before Christ is to come the second time, God's faithful preachers will have to bear a still more pointed Testimony than was borne by John the Baptist. A responsible, important work is before them; and those who speak SMOOTH THINGS, God will not acknowledge as His shepherds. A fearful WOE is upon them." T1:321.

WHERE ARE THESE UNSANCTIFIED MINISTERS that John the Baptist and Christ would call "A generation of vipers!" - ???

"UNSANCTIFIED MINISTERS...MANY will stand in OUR pulpits with the torch of false prophecy in their hands, kindled from the hellish torch of Satan." TM 409.

WHAT DO THESE UNSANCTIFIED MINISTERS TEACH - ???

The main and great attempt by these "DUMB DOGS THAT WOULD NOT BARK" - and for which God is going to SLAUGHTER them and all who listen to them (T5:211-2) who say "PEACE and SAFETY" while sudden DESTRUCTION is right upon them - while they preach what the Fred Wrights learn from them - "The Lord...is TOO MERCIFUL to visit His people in JUDGMENT. Thus "PEACE and SAFETY" is the cry from...These DUMB DOGS that would not bark...all PERISH together...Those who have been regarded as WORTHY and RIGHTEOUS prove to be RINGLEADERS in APOSTASY and examples in INDIFFERENCE...Their wicked course He will tolerate no longer, and in His WRATH He deals with them without MERCY." T5:211-2.

THAT WOULD RAISE UP ANOTHER PEOPLE - this was the main
attempt of the URIAH SMITHS - too wise in their own conceit - so they get the writings MAINLY on that point and on the point of TITHE and MEANS going to where the CHURCH is - where the TRUTH IS.

THEREFORE

Therefore - therefore - as the Bud Shusters studied the DIFFERENCES in the Books - they realized the startling FACT that there is no LOUD CRY (LATTER RAIN) without the MIDNIGHT CRY coming FIRST - as the MESSAGES are REPEATED and in their ORDER. The ORDER has been VIOLATED in the spurious COUNTERFEIT - the GENERAL CONFERENCE (GENERAL CONFUSION) 1888 BOOK - and each edition getting rapidly WORSE!

THE ORDER OF THE ORIGINAL BOOK

(1) First Angel’s Message. p.222-229.
(9) Modern Revivals. p.294-306.

THE ORDER OF THE MANMADE COUNTERFEIT

(1) Find the First Angel’s Message - if you can.
(2) Find the Second Angel’s Message - if you can.
(3) Find the Third Angel’s Message - if you can.

WHY WAS THIS PERFECT ORDER DISRUPTED-???

| EW 277-8 | If the Angel of Rev. 18 UNITES with the THIRD Angel - GC 390,611. |
| EV. 424 | If this is to LIGHTEN the whole World. |
| EW 118 | If this is a "FEARFUL WORK." |
| EW 89,118 | If this SEALS men as bundles of WHEAT. |
| SG 2:224 | If the LAODICEAN MESSAGE swells into the LOUD CRY - T1:186. |
| T9:19 | Let nothing divert from... |
| T6:133 | Allow nothing to retard... |
No more mercy for sinners after...
SEALING ends with...
Time of Trouble follows...
No human authority can CHANGE the MESSAGES.
REPEAT and show their ORDER.
Some will depart from, bring in doctrines of Devils.
Restore the landmarks. SANCTUARY.
Rehearse as we enter Last Work. Do not CHANGE.
Many false prophets will arise, cause SHAKING.
REPEAT in their ORDER.
Not to PLEASE and FLATTER.
Persons reject part, cannot comprehend. Lost.
Must be allowed to cut.
Must be proclaimed with great power.
Repeat where first preached. T9:98.
Must separate people from churches.
Must teach health reform also. CH 453.
Satan seeks to divert from.
Shows way into Most Holy Place.
This is the ANCHOR to hold us from DELUSIONS.
Satan seeks to cast hellish shadow over Message.
Adventist leaders give up the Message.
Just as the storm approaches. Most bitter ene-
mies.
These apostates go over to Billy Graham.
Cowardly go over to enemy.
Few great men take part in Last Message.
Those who go step by step with them also fall.
Those who support them, maintain them, fail.
So many fail - FEW left. Separately and ALONE.
No Church - no family - can stop the honest.
Reformers take their place now - like Elijah.
Babylon is the Church. Message maddens ministers.
It is the Straight Testimony to the Laodiceans.
It is telling them they will be spewn out.
Because they make NO EFFORT.
Because they are CARELESS and INDIFFERENT.
Because they go along with their SLEEPING PREACHERS.
This is the Message to the LAODICEAN CHURCH.
This is **BEFORE** the Latter Rain. **(LOUD CRY.)**

This is a Message **TO** the Church.

It is **AFTER** this that **ANOTHER ANGEL** comes down.

This is **EARLY RAIN** before **LATTER RAIN**. **TM 506-7.**

**No EARLY RAIN** - **no LATTER RAIN.**

Join this **PROCESSION** or be destroyed.

This **Laodicean Message** must go to all Churches.

Both **UNITY** and **SEPARATION** in our ranks.

**BEGIN** in Jerusalem **BEFORE** going to World.

**Great Movement** - our people moving into line.

A Movement to purify Church. **Midnight Cry. 425.**

Laodiceans cannot **SILENCE** this **ELIJAH Message.**

For the **SEALING** has begun. "Hour of His **JUDGMENT.**"

**Whole Church AWAKES** to this **LAST MESSAGE.**

**Wise JOIN** - Foolish seek to common Market-place.

**This SEALING takes place OUTSIDE** of Church.

**PROCESSION** has **EVERYTHING** - CHURCH has **NOTHING!**

**OIL** is **CHARACTER.** WISE build a **CHARACTER** daily.

**FOOLISH** deny **DAILY** - too late - no oil.

Doomed.

**NOW WE GO BACK** and are fully astounded - the many references we saw over and over again - pointing out a Cardinal Truth that we failed to see or appreciate.

That it is the **THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE** that **SWELLS INTO** the **LOUD CRY!**

---

**(A)** We therefore must come to understand what the Third Angle's Message **REALLY IS** - !!!

**(B)** On p.40 - in the **ORDER** of the Messages as shown in the **ORIGINAL 1884 GREAT CONTROVERSY** - also called **1884 SOP 4:** - **(BOOK 4** - Book 1 being **Patriarchs and Prophets** which was **CHANGED** - and then **CHANGED BACK** - but in the shuffle some very important details were **LEFT OUT!**
So the claim that NOTHING WAS LEFT OUT - that they only ENLARGED on the THEME - even to making five books out of ONE! Is a statement made by unprincipled LIARS. It is time we had some TRUTH.)

(C) AND THE TRUTH IS - that the Third Angel's Message is the TRUTH about the Most Holy Place Sanctuary Truths. EW 254-6. This is the ANCHOR that will keep us from the many delusions of Adventists. They have given up that Message. (See proof in other publications.) BRINSMED-WRIGHT-HARDINGLE worship clear OUT of the Sanctuary in the alleged OUTER COURT.

And can a MAN in Israel be found that cares - ???

They called these APOSTATES back IN in Mission 1971.

They all UNITED with the MAXWELL BOOK - no CHARACTER-NATURE CHANGE till Christ-Messiah comes! There is NOTHING that could be as OPPOSITE of the THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE than that. Therefore there must be a MIDNIGHT CRY before the LOUD CRY - as shown in the ORIGINAL book.

They go by "BOOKS OF A NEW ORDER" - the present BIG FOUR are featured with their PERFECTION book - the new "DOCTORS" of the LAW to take FROOM'S place - Dr. Herbert E. Douglass - Dr. Edward Heppenstall - Dr. Hans K. LaRondelle - Dr. C. Mervyn Maxwell.

"These by the gods - O Israel." ($8.95) "PERFECTION!"

A MESSAGE TO ADVENTISTS IN BATTLE CREEK TABERNACLE

"If they KNEW and UNDERSTOOD the Voice of God, many would LEAVE Battle Creek...I assured them that NO PHASE of our Message had been CHANGED to meet Scientific or Spirit-ualistic Philosophy...My labors would be NAUGHT should I preach ANOTHER Gospel...I am NOT to RETRACT ONE WORD of the Message I have borne...SEARCH for them...DIG for the BURIED Heavenly Treasure...REVIVE the evidences given in the PAST...Do not pick up SUPPOSITIONS and make them FACTS... UNIFY, UNIFY. But we are NOT to UNIFY with those who are departing from the faith, giving heed to seducing spirits and doctrines of devils...NOT AS A FIEND, not as a being that REPELS,
but as an Angel of LIGHT he will come...It was by his WORDS - not by his appearance, that the Savior RECOGNIZED the enemy...Satan LEFT OUT...WORDS.

Do the new Laodicean Devils teach this Message - ???

"STRIVE TO ENTER in at the Straight Gate." Luke 13:24. The belated traveler, hurrying to reach the city...His whole mind was bent on the one purpose of entering the gate. The same intensity of purpose, said Jesus, is required in the Christian life. I have opened to you the glory of CHARACTER...I bid you STRIVE, AGONIZE, to ENTER into My spiritual kingdom.

"The Christian life is a BATTLE and a MARCH...The field of conflict is the domain of the heart. The BATTLE which we have to FIGHT - the greatest BATTLE that was ever fought by man...THE OLD NATURE...cannot inherit the Kingdom of God. The hereditary tendencies, the former HABITS, must be given up...will find that all the powers and PASSIONS of an unregenerat-
ed NATURE, backed by the forces of the kingdom of DARKNESS, are arrayed against him. SELFISHNESS and PRIDE will make a stand...We CANNOT, of ourselves...OVERCOME...GOD A-
LONE can give us the victory. He desires us to have the MAS-
TERY over OURSELVES...

"BUT HE CANNOT...

"But he CANNOT work IN us without our CONSENT and COOP-
ERATION. The divine Spirit works through the faculties and powers GIVEN to man. Our energies are required to COOPER-
ATE with God. The Victory is not won without...humbling of self at every step.

If you ever heard a sermon preached - it is this one.

"THE ONLY HOPE...

"The only hope for us if we would OVERCOME - is to UNITE our will to God's WILL - and WORK in COOPERATION with Him, hour by hour and day day...

BEWARE OF ANY OTHER MESSAGE

- 47 -
"Teachers of falsehood will arise to draw you away from the narrow PATH and the STRAIGHT GATE. BEWARE of them; though concealed in sheep's clothing, inwardly they are RAVENING WOLVES...Ye shall know them by their fruits...To the LAW and to the TESTIMONY - if they speak not according to this Word it is because there is NO LIGHT in them...Cease, my son, to hear the instruction that causeth to err from the Words of knowledge." Isa. 8:20. Prov. 19:27...

"Believe, believe, they say, and you need not keep the LAW. But a belief that does not lead to OBEDIENCE is PRESCRIPTION...He that saith, I know Him, and keepeth NOT His COMMANDMENTS is a LIAR, and the TRUTH is NOT in him." 1 John 2:4. Let none cherish the idea the special providences or MIRACULOUS MANIFESTATIONS are to be the proof of the genuineness of their work or of the ideas they advocate...OBEDIENCE is the TEST of FELLOWSHIP. It is the keeping of the Commandments that PROVES the sincerity of our PROFESSIONS of LOVE...Hereby we do know that we know Him, if we KEEP His Commandments...1 John 2:3...To OBEY His teaching would require a CHANGE in all their HABITS...It would bring them into COLLISION with their religious teachers...THEREFORE, while the hearts of the people responded to His words, FEW were ready to accept them as the GUIDE of life...Christ, the Rock of Ages...is the only foundation upon which we can BUILD a CHARACTER that will endure...by complying with the CONDITIONS...Religion consists in DOING...FAITH that is made manifest in WORKS...It is through ACTION that CHARACTER is BUILT...

Well - if you ever believe those words, you will surely NOT be able to go along with any AWAKENING who obtained their dogmas from FROOM-ANDERSON-HEPPENSTALL.

"Every building erected on other FOUNDATION than God's Word will fall. He who, like the Jews in Christ's day, builds on the foundation of human ideas and opinions, of forms and ceremonies of man's invention, or on any WORKS that he can do INDEPENDENTLY of the GRACE of Christ, is (building) ...upon the SHIFTING SAND." MB 141-150.

THE PATH

October 3, 1975 letter from Sr. Madelyn Lewis, 3850 Ridge Road N.E., Cortland, OH 44410
Elder Hoehn:

Writing in regards to Rev. 3:12 - that glorious PHILADELPHIAN CHURCH (GC 429-420). Here is the most important point of interest to us all. The Spirit of Prophecy (EGW) calls this CHURCH the TEMPLE of God. (Rev. 3:12.) This is the mighty platform of truth. This is the narrow path cast high above the Earth from which is heard the "Voice of the Bride." COL 406.

I believe that God has given us beautiful inspiring thoughts on this PHILADELPHIAN CHURCH. (As Bro. Watts would say: "Beautiful Philadelphia." Once we find her, we do not want to lose her. No indeed.)

Elder, notice - on this path - this mysterious Church, this PROCESSION is "Bright with torches" (COL 406) in contrast to the CHURCH (synagogue) of the last days, is enveloped and ensnared in MIDNIGHT DARKNESS. Notice the contrast: "DARKNESS deep as MIDNIGHT." COL 414.

The top brass (Washington leadership) are trying to climb up some other way, but the last light at midnight is not with them. "It is a fearful thing to be SELF-DECEIVED, said the Angel, pointing to those in the (R&H) office: Except your RIGHTEOUSNESS shall exceed the RIGHTEOUSNESS of the Scribes and Pharisees, ye shall in no case enter into the Kingdom of Heaven...A PROFESSION is not enough." T3:193.

We watch with interest the unrolling of the Scroll as the predictions of Ellen G. White tell us exactly what this smooth, clever Ministry will present to keep people from entering that straight gate. They are thieves and robbers who climb up another way. They hate this MIDNIGHT CRY, the SEALING Message. They understand it the Pharisees understood it - that the Lord of Heaven is passing them by. "I will set a plummet in the midst of my people Israel; I will not again pass by them anymore...and the Sanctuaries of Israel shall be laid waste...thy sons and thy daughters shall fall by the sword. (Isa. 3:25.) "I was shown that this scripture will be strictly fulfilled." 17:270. RH 1:40. T2:595. FCE 482. T5:213. SC 4:63.

"The END is come upon my people of Israel; I will not again PASS by THEM any more. And the Songs of the Temple shall be HOWLINGS in that day, saith the Lord God: there shall be many dead bodies in every place; they shall cast them forth with SILENCE." (NO LOUD CRY!) SILENCE. Amos 7:8

EW 78 points us to the only place of safety - inside the glorious Rev. 3:12 Philadelphia TEMPLE...
...the bleeding Lamb WITHIN the walls. The false AWAKENING rejects this truth, they seek Him where He is not - in the deserted OUTER COURT. "All who remained OUTSIDE would be FOREVER LOST. The MULTITUDES without..." EW 78-9.

EW 124 tells us no other Advent PARTY will have this truth - neither will they understand. Oh, thank and praise God for the Heavenly unrolling of the Scroll! The clever smooth ministry priests ("hireling priests" EW 124) do acknowledge the truth - too late!

TRUTH - THAT GRAND WORD!

REMEMBER - the Father's name is written in their foreheads - yes. Where else but under PHILADELPHIA do you find "The indelible MARK of God is upon them...HIS OWN NAME is written there. (Rev. 3:12)...Their DESTINATION is inscribed "GOD, NEW JERUSALEM." TM 446.

NOW LISTEN TO THIS

VOL. 3:267 (The SEAL of God): "The pure mark of TRUTH. MARK this point with care!" ONLY for those who "SIGH and CRY for ALL the ABOMINATIONS that be done in the Church... But the GENERAL SLAUGHTER of ALL those who do not thus SEE..." T3:267. Ezekiel 8&9. RH 2:49.

The scattered flock are deeply interested in the SEAL of God - the Father's name is written on 144,000 Saints' foreheads who find that little narrow path cast high above the Earth.

RDB - that personal agent of the Devil, needs to study this "PURE MARK OF TRUTH." Vol. 3. 267. I can hardly stand to read his lying smooth clever papers.

"The RIGHTEOUSNESS of Christ, which is PURE UNADULTERATED TRUTH." TM 65. "JUSTIFICATION through faith...to receive the RIGHTEOUSNESS of Christ, which is made manifest in OBEDIENCE to ALL the COMMANDMENTS." TM 92.

UNVARNISHED TRUTH - something old lying false RDB does not have - and never had in all his false life.

PS - FOR RDB: - "Never, never was there a time when the TRUTH shall suffer more from being misrepresented, belittled, demeritted through the perverse disputings of men than in these LAST DAYS.

- 50 -
Men have brought THEMSELVES in (The Lord did not bring them in - they brought THEMSELVES in!) with their heterogeneous mass of HERESIES which they represent as oracles for the people. The people are CHARMED with some strange new thing, and are not WISE in experience to discern the CHARACTER of ideas that men may FRAME up as something...Oh, how this rebukes the LOW standard of piety in the Churches!" SDA-BC 6:1064.

Written for RDB - fits him like a glove! "THEORIES that would better be STRANGLED in the cradle!" (SAME.)

PHILADELPHIA - THE SURE FOUNDATION OF TRUTH

(1) She stands on the solid platform of gems.
(2) This solid foundation is built on solid rock - Jesus.
(3) It is the truth of the Ten Virgin Parable.
(4) It is the "Beginning of the Path" an Angel told me.
(5) This beginning is the MIDNIGHT CRY! EW 14,55. FCE 340.
(6) Keep her in "Hour of Temptation." Rev. 3:10.
(7) Which is "Miracles" of Satan. MAXWELL BOOK. GC 560.
(8) Overcomers will be pillars in 144,000 TEMPLE.
(9) This PROCESSION sweeps on to give LOUD CRY.
(10) No one else. The unrolling of the Heavenly Scroll.
(11) The narrow pathway to the Holy City. TRANSLATED.
(12) For giving the STRAIGHT TESTIMONY to LAODICEANS.
(13) Where is Christ? In that Church? He is OUTSIDE.
(14) "Christ has DEPARTED." T2:442. "DEPARTED!" T8:250.
(16) Mysterious PROCESSION glad with SONGS, MUSIC!
(17) The five WISE JOIN another MOVEMENT. COL 406.
(18) A "MOVEMENT" that shall "COME!" GC 464.
(19) These solid truths added together is our hope.
(20) This is "MY FIRST VISION!" EW 14-20.
(21) PHILADELPHIA is a "GOLDEN TEXT." EW 23,30,31.
(22) See her also in 1846 BROADSIDE.
(23) This is the gathering of the "JEWELS." EW 69,70,83.
(24) This is the "REMNANT." EW 70,114,142,255. T5:213.
(25) "Thou hast kept the Word of my patience."
(26) The mighty 4th Angel JOINS this 3rd Angel.
(27) Flee OUT of Laodicea the fallen Church. T8:250.
(28) Come OUT of Babylon also. To seal 144,000.
(29) This leaves TWO PARTIES. No more.
(30) This is a solid platform of truth.
Hope you like what you read here. Do not be angry with me.

May God help us to understand and overcome. Amen.

**NOTEBOOK LEAFLETS, Volume 1, by EGW.** Volume 2 never appeared. **WHITE TRUSTEES** claim **EVERYTHING** in this publication was transferred to **SELECTED MESSAGES.**

**WRITING** and asking them about p.91 - "EDUCATION - No. 6, page 3." Where is that in **SELECTED MESSAGES** - ???

**THIS WAS LOST IN THE SHUFFLE.** How many other things like this are also found **MISSING** - ??? Is this not the truth - ???. Then why was it written - ???)

"The Church is in the Laodicean state. The presence of God is **NOT** in her midst." **NOTEBOOK LEAFLETS, p.91. 1898.**

A.L.WHITEx sneered at **HEALTH RESEARCH** for tying books together with a shoelace. Perhaps he learned this from A.L. WHITE - **NOTEBOOK LEAFLETS** was tied together with a shoelace. It seems these **SHOE-**lace books have more truth than any other!

**IS THIS THE LAODICEAN MESSAGE PIERSO N WANTS THE SDA MINISTERS TO GIVE TO THEMSELVES** - ??? Or will they be **MAD AS THE DEVIL** if we believe this:

"**THE LAODICEAN MESSAGE.** The True Witness says of a **COLD, LIFELESS, CHRISTLESS CHURCH,** "I know thy WORKS...I will spew thee out of my mouth..." ...with **PHARISAIC PRIDE** they have **VAUN TED THEMSELVES...Christ CANNOT** take up the names of those who are **SATISFIED in their own SELF-SUFFICIENCY.** He **CANNOT** implore in behalf of a people who feel **NO NEED of His HELP.**" **SM 1:357-8. 1889.**

When will they pull **THIS ONE** out of circulation - ???

For old wrong-way Fred Wrong WRIGHT - who teaches as does RDB - no **HELP** from Christ wanted - it is a **DOUBLE SIN** to ask for **HELP!** It is the **ANTICHRIST!** Let them read this:

--- 52 ---
"Our fallen NATURE must be purified, ennobled, consecrated by Obedience to the TRUTH!" T5:235.

Now we could stop right there and leave that for a subject for 24 sermons. ALL of which would oppose the AWAKENING. (And the HEPPENSTALLS.) But consider the next few words:

"Christian FAITH can never HARMONIZE with Worldly principles; Christian INTEGRITY is OPPOSED to all DECEPTION and PRETENSE." (Same.)

The 'Bud' Shusters, RD 9, Box 677, Greensburg, PA 15601.

Oct. 1. 1975

Dear Elder Hoehn:

It was good to receive your letters. Thank you kindly. We have been reading E.G. White's ORIGINAL writings and comparing them with GC and EW, etc. THE LATER PUBLICATIONS have CHANGED them, used other words which weaken the power of the Message. They have put in EGW as the author, but it should have been EGW AND (unknown) OTHERS. I am thankful that we can know the truth for ourselves... In the fight of faith, Violet...

In your COMMUNITY LETTER to Sr. Popielak dated Sept. 1, concerning this THREE BABYLON subject. You mention the Early Writings references. I know that most people only have EW and GC, but I believe they should be encouraged to obtain the Spirit of Prophecy, Four Volumes, as well as the two-book Spiritual Gifts. The later writings (their compilations) are CHANGED, and the power and instruction of the Message is WEAKENED, if not completely DESTROYED. For instance, in EARLY WRITINGS starting at page 130 to the end, I found the ORIGINAL in Spiritual Gifts, Vol. 1 to be more meaningful. I was looking in the R&H Articles to see if any of the SG #1 subjects were printed, or is that a manuscript all of its own? For example:


In hope, Bud.
Sorry - my EW has no page 130. Not at all. It jumps from p.127 to 133. 133 to 143 is by R.F.COTTRELL. This is a new EW copyright 1945. Also copyright 1882.

So I looked in my old EW - copyright 1882 - published 1918. There is also no page 130. It jumps from p.127 to 131. 131 is a PREFACE by the PUBLISHERS. p.133 to 143 is R.F.C.

I have no record of SPIRITUAL GIFTS being printed anywhere but in SPIRITUAL GIFTS (Excepting, as you say, being printed with serious CHANGES in EARLY WRITINGS. To make sure that I do not mistake some INTRODUCTION for EGW - I mark on every such page WHO wrote it. In this case my book is clearly marked: RFC on pages 133-143.)

Not only do I pay LITTLE if ANY attention to their so-called EXPLANATIONS or INTRODUCTIONS but I view them with a suspicious eye. Take for example:

EW 54: "END OF THE 2300 DAYS." The ORIGINAL as found in 1846 BROADSIDE had no such TITLE at all! Any careful student of the Testimonies will see by going to the FULL TEXT in the ORIGINAL - (which almost everyone has who receives these papers has - TO THE LITTLE REMNANT SCATTERED ABROAD) - this VISION takes us FROM the "END of the 2300 DAYS" - "TO THE END OF PROBATIONARY TIME."

Look at the THREAT and the CURSE pronounced on anyone that makes the step by step ORDER of the three messages! SG 1:168-173. "A FIRM PLATFORM."

Yet look at EW 258-261 - to see that they reached their grimy hands in there to make CHANGES RIGHT THERE! The whole THOUGHT of the FIRST SENTENCE is CHANGED from FUTURE TENSE dealing with what they will do in OUR DAY - to PRESENT 1882 TENSE - limiting the WARNING to HER DAY!

See the same kind of SKULDUGGERY - the Testimony in WTF 19 - telling us what SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS would do in this OUR DAY - the BRINSMEDIUMS - the HEPPENSTALLS - the FAITH ALONE prophets of every hue and color - and when WE teach the "SABBATH MORE FULLY" this DOES NOT ENRAGE the other CHURCH-ès - they couldn't care LESS! But NOTICE the SENTENCE they LEFT OUT there to strengthen the NOTION that this MUST BE the other CHURCH-ès! (As perverted in EW 33.)
So that they can yell "WOLF! WOLF!" not suspecting that "OUR FORMER BRETHREN" will keep SUNDAY with BRINSMEAD (GC 608) and thus become "MAD as the DEVIL" when we repair the breach in the LAW. PK 678. T5:475. RH 5:387. This will "ENRAGE THE CHURCH and NOMINAL ADVENTISTS!" (AWAKENERS.) (WEBSTER: nominal - by name only - COUNTERFEIT.) WTF 19. Who in this time and for this reason this FAITH ALONE and I AM SAVED counterfeit not only become our "MOST BITTER ENEMIES!" GC 608. They are, for a time - OUR ONLY ENEMIES! As in the Days of Christ - we have NO TROUBLE with the ROMANS - until the JEWS make it!

THE GROTOHEER LETTERS

Madelyn Lewis
3850 Ridge Road N.E.
Cortland, OH 44410

Dear Elder Grottoher:

April 20, 1975

In regards to your meetings held March 11, 1975 at Sr. & Bro. Ireland's home in Pennsylvania. In your discourse many things were introduced that have no Light nor Eternal Truth in them; have too much human interpolating. The study on the 144,000 according to the Testimonies of Ellen G. White - we KNOW that there will be ONLY TWO CLASSES or also referred to as ONLY TWO PARTIES upon the Earth at the END of time.

You repeatedly said, "If I have not deducted correctly, if my suggestions are not valid; then I want you to study it out and for my own soul's sake, LET ME KNOW."

YOU SPECIFICALLY CHALLENGED ME - "Where does Sr. White say that (there will be ONLY TWO CLASSES - the class of the wicked and the class of the 144,000?) Where does Sr. White say that in SPECIFIC WORDS?"

SPECIFIC WORDS: "There are ONLY TWO CLASSES upon this Earth - those who stand under the bloodstained banner of Jesus Christ and those who stand under the black banner of REBELLION. In the 12th chapter of Revelation is represented the great conflict between the OBEDIENT and the DISOBEDIENT." (Rev. 12:17 quoted.) (MS 16, 1900.)
SPECIFIC WORDS: "In the LAST DAYS there are ONLY TWO PARTIES: the one on the RIGHT HAND and the other on the LEFT..." And "The FIRST CLASS had CHRIST interwoven into their CHARACTER." From a sermon, Grimsby, England. Sept. 19, 1886. MM 133-4. MS 16, 1886.

"There are ONLY TWO PARTIES in our World, those who are LOYAL TO GOD, and those who stand under the banner of the Prince of Darkness." BC 7:982. (MS 172, 1899.)

"There are ONLY TWO CLASSES in our World; those who are OBEDIENT to Jesus Christ, who seek the Master to DO His WILL, and WORK for the ATTAINMENT of the Salvation of their own souls and the soul of everyone who is associated with THEM who name the Name of Christ; and the children of DISOBEDIENCE. There are but TWO CLASSES in our World." TM 271.

SPECIFIC WORDS: "There are ONLY TWO CLASSES in the World TODAY, and ONLY TWO CLASSES will be RECOGNIZED in the Judgment; those who VIOLATE God's Law, and those who KEEP His Law. TWO GREAT OPPOSING POWERS are revealed in the Last Great Battle. ON ONE SIDE stands the Creator of Heaven and Earth. ALL on His side bear His SIGNET. They are OBEDIENT to His Commands. On the OTHER SIDE stands the Prince of Darkness, with those who have chosen APOSTASY and REBELLION." RH 4:293. May 7, 1901. GC 444-5,607. T5:463.

"There are ONLY TWO CLASSES in the World TODAY, and ONLY TWO CLASSES will be recognized in the Judgment - those who VIOLATE God's Law and those who OBEY it. Christ gives the TEST by which to PROVE our loyalty or disloyalty. "IF YE LOVE ME," He says, "KEEP MY COMMANDMENTS..." COL 283.

YOU TOLD US TO WITNESS IN THE SDA CHURCH. How can we WITNESS in a Church that is in "DARKNESS deep as MIDNIGHT, IMPENETRABLE as sackcloth of hair?" COL 414. "I was shown the NECESSITY of those who believe that we are having the LAST MESSAGE of mercy being SEPARATE FROM THOSE who are DAILY imbibing NEW ERRORS. I SAW that neither young nor old should attend their MEETINGS, for it is WRONG to thus ENCOURAGE them while they teach ERROR that is a DEADLY POISON to the Soul and teach for doctrines the COMMANDMENTS OF MEN. The INFLUENCE of such gatherings is NOT GOOD.
If God has delivered us from such DARKNESS and ERROR, we should STAND FAST in the LIBERTY wherewith He has set us FREE and REJOICE in the TRUTH. God is DISPLEASED WITH US when we go to listen to ERROR without being obliged to go; for unless He SENDS us to those meetings where ERROR is FORCED HOME to the people by the POWER of the WILL... (PSYCHOLOGY, MIND CONTROL) HE WILL NOT KEEP US.

(Oh! How many we see led captive by Satan at his will - who knew this instruction and DISREGARDED IT!)

"HE WILL NOT KEEP US. The Angels cease their watchful care over us, and we are LEFT to the buffetings of the Enemy, to be DARKENED and WEAKENED by him and the POWER of his evil angels; and the LIGHT around us becomes CONTAMINATED with the DARKNESS." EW 124-5. (This being the case - how can we take LIGHT by going into such MIDNIGHT DARKNESS and LAODICEAN ERROR - Bro. Grotheer - ? ? ?)

Christ through His Testimonies has WARNED us to be MOST CAREFUL how we deal with TRUTH and SOULS. Realize that Christ is the Savior, Author and Finisher of our FAITH. We are living in the END TIME of this World's history. We need to study and recognize those SPECIAL truths called PRESENT TRUTH. In ALL those Pennsylvania studies we did not hear brought out in any meetings: "Come OUT of her, My people, that ye receive not of her plagues." The plagues are the WRATH of the Living God. To escape that WRATH - we are to pray for spiritual discernment. Teach others that souls are saved by OBEYING truth. What were you presenting to souls? What picture of Eternal Truth were you presenting to them that they could not hear in ANY SDA Church? The COMMON events - COMMON happenings that took place in the year 1967 - ? ? ?

I did not understand the significance of your presentation of ARMAGEDDON - taking up VALUABLE TIME. Valuable to those who came to hear what they hoped would be Present Truth. And then on top of it all to keep emphasizing that "...there is NO BATTLE of Armageddon!". No wonder that you stressed, like any other Adventist Minister - going "...by the Bible and the Bible ONLY!". While my TESTIMONY BOOKS tell me there is a BATTLE - a BATTLE of Armageddon. And we will believe the TESTIMONIES above the human INVENTIONS of MEN. The HOLY SPIRIT is the AUTHOR of the Testimonies and the AUTHOR of the Scriptures. If we do not believe that - DO NOT USE THEM!
Letters 92, 1900. (R&H April 19, 1973. p.8-9.) Also SM 1:46 (1883) speaks, warns against ERROR and UNBELIEF in the TESTIMONIES of the SPIRIT OF GOD - which shuts the Holy Spirit away from the Soul! Therefore to us - those presentations, those theories and notions fixed themselves like a GLOOMY CLOUD in our minds, shutting out every RAY of Present Truth on these subjects the correct interpretation of which is so essential. THAT SLOGAN, to go "...by the Bible ALONE!" - is that meant to WEAKEN our faith in the THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE? Is THAT the Devil's plan? (This, too - is PREDICTED to come - in those TESTIMONIES!) To cause us to FALL off that NARROW PATHWAY of truth and obedience. You have something BETTER than those INSPIRED WRITINGS? Perhaps, like BRINSMEAD - go by BABYLONISH PHILISTINES?

Instead of your discourse on ARMAGEDDON - how blessed it would have been to have heard - the glorious rays of light so applicable to our time - THE MIDNIGHT CRY!

The magnificent jewels of Holy Truth of COL 406-8 which is the Last Saving Message, as it was in the Days of Old Jerusalem: "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" - that would have been meat in due season. But as it turned out we went away EMPTY and DISAPPOINTED with the secondhand URIAH SMITH MYTHS.

You told us to LOVE THE CHURCH - to LOVE THIS CHURCH WHICH YOU SAY BECAME A HARLOT IN 1967. That "god" said so. But we understand GOD is telling us NOT to encourage that HARLOT by our presence or any kind of UNITY with her corporate BODY. The GLORY of the Lord has departed from Israel. "...the Divine presence and glory have DEPARTED." T8:250. "The ADULTERESS shall surely be PUT TO DEATH." Lev. 20:10. "The Church is in the Laodicean state. The presence of God IS NOT in her midst." NL 91. Education #8. p.3. 1898. (Everything in NOTEBOOK LEAFLETS was said to have been transferred to SELECTED MESSAGES - this got lost in the shuffle.) But the fact remains. He has "PASSED BY" - long before 1967. The WCC dialoguing began in 1965. We enclose proof. Actually they sat on the boards of the NCC ages before that and paid THOUSANDS in DUES! SDA tithe money. And it is the NCC that is the real danger. T5:712. TM 62. It is the Evangelicals of America! GC 443-5.

THE MESSAGE REPEATED:
God's people are to REPEAT the Three Angels' Messages IN THEIR ORDER. What is the FIRST Angel's Message? It is to fear (to give reverence to) God and give glory to Him. It that not so? How can we give glory and reverence to God alone - while respecting and associating with an IDOL - that HARLOT Church robed in midnight, impenetrable, CONTAGIOUS, CON-TAMINATING DARKNESS? "All who walk by the side of an APOSTATE... (You said they were APOSTATE in 1967!) will be imbued by his spirit...He will not accept their offerings unless they REPENT..." TM 290-1. 1896.

Who can deny that the parable of the Ten Virgins is the MOST SOLEMN TRUTH for this Present Time. In the SEALING of that ONE CLASS - the 144,000 - a people are PREPARED to STAND through the Time of Trouble such as was not - as seen in vision in E.G.WHITE BROADSIDE. Bro. Grotheer - I am bringing to your attention Isa. 58:1 - I for one am taking part in crying aloud and sparing not myself nor the Laodicean Church in lifting my VOICE like a trumpet to give the STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO (Not FROM!) TO the Laodiceans! A Reformer did return to the SDA Church to WITNESS. Two men spread their arms over the doorway to prevent his entering the building. He waited awhile until they left the doorway. Then he entered and sat down alone in a back pew. Two big men from the front marched to the back - picked up the pew with the WITNESS on it - carried him thus out the front door and threw him down the steps! And they never laid a hand on him - wouldn't you say? He landed on his derriere! And knocked a lady down who was coming up the steps to attend that Church. In another Church up in Canada near where you were Pastor for awhile - they TRAMPLED a man - lady's spike heels pierced his body. They never laid a hand on him either, did they? Christ did not PUSH His way in where He was not wanted. But you want us to go BACK there? To be thrown out bench and all and land on our you-know-what-??? What are your instructions after we pick ourselves up? Where do we go from there? NO THANKS - we do not believe in following SHEP- HERD'S RODS METHODS.

Whose VOICE are we to OBEY? Bro. Grotheer-??? Who says "GO BACK into the CHURCH that became a HARLOT in 1967 - and WITNESS?" Or should we OBEY the voice of the BRIDE- GROOM, the Lord Jesus who is PASSING BY that USELESS Church and the VOICE of the BRIDE and the VOICE of the BRIDEGROOM calls: "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" Matt. 25. COL 406. - 59 -
"FOLLOW ME!" And where do we find Him? On that NARROW PATHWAY! Therefore the question - Whose VOICE are we to heed and obey?...The Commandments of God? Or the commandments of men? And like I tried to tell you - and now am documenting - there are ONLY TWO CLASSES and there are ONLY TWO SIDES to the question. And there are NO MORE!

"In NO OTHER WAY can Christ's Disciples be cleansed but by OBEDIENCE TO THE TRUTH. The apostle Paul writes: "Christ also loved the Church and gave Himself for it; (For that SYNAGOGUE - or for the CHURCH that went OUT?)"

"...that He might sanctify and cleanse it with the washing of water by the Word, that He might present it to Himself a glorious Church, not having SPOT, or WRINKLE, or any such thing; but that it might be HOLY and without BLEMISH." RH 4:219. Sept. 18, 1900.

Indeed we do love the Church - the Bride of Christ - the Church PHILADELPHIA. We have found her in Rev. 3:10-12 and in fifty references in the Testimonies - COL 405-421. WFG 14. Early Writings. RH Articles. In all the books. We have found the CHURCH OF CHRIST on that NARROW PATHWAY cast high above the Earth - leading to the Holy City. We can see the Procession moving on - bright with torches and glad with music. We can hear the VOICE of the Bridegroom Christ and the VOICE of the Bride the CHURCH. MM 356. Ev. 318. Old LS 119. MH 356. PP 166-7. Jer. 7:34. Rev. 22:17.

The Church PHILADELPHIA - the Church TRIUMPHANT is the Church that Christ IDENTIFIES Himself with. THIS CHURCH is GOING THROUGH, GOING THROUGH to the KINGDOM of God. THIS CHURCH will be made up of that ONE CLASS - the 144,000 sealed Saints. (The HONEST in heart - no GUILE in their mouth) - who have the Father's NAME written in their foreheads - GOD, NEW JERUSALEM! This is the Church of PHILADELPHIA - 144,000 sealed Saints translated ALIVE without tasting death - just like the prophet ELIJAH. EW 164. T1:487. SG 1:42-3. They will meet the Lord in the air coming in a cloud of Glory when He appears. And we want to follow this JESUS every STEP of the way, don't you? We must OBEY the Lord in ALL things, said Job - though He slay me.

We are NOT "limiting the Power of God" - which is a Laodi- cean - Shepherd's Rod ARGUMENT!
Nor are we numbering Israel when we refute your THEORY on the 144,000. Because we CAN and DO determine down to the EXACT NUMBER who they are - they are the 144,000 PHILA-
DELPHIANS who stand under the bloodstained banner of Christ. Who have the Father’s NAME written on their foreheads. They are OBEY-
DIENT to His Commands. They have CHRIST inter-
woven into their CHARACTERS. God wants us to SEE and to RECOGNIZE - to ACKNOWLEDGE and to JOIN - that Great Pro-
cession which is being prepared to make up 144,000 OVER-
COMERS who endure every TEST and TRIAL on the journey. Christ the Bridegroom is leading them - 144,000 and no more - LIVING SAINTS on the way to the Holy City. "Their DESTI-
NATION is inscribed - GOD, NEW JERUSALEM." TM 446.

FROM OUR HOPE-CHEST: SP 1:57, 60, 66.71, 121, 198, 296, 308.
Special TM 60,312. BRISBIN 24,29,70. RH 4:148,152,192,548.
And would you be surprised to learn there are 50 MORE? Did you learn about them in the SDA SEMINARY COURSE?

SPECIFICALLY in reply to your question - "WHERE DOES SR. WHITE SAY there will be only TWO CLASSES - the WICKED and the 144,000? Where does Sr. White say that in SPECIFIC WORDS? "THE LIVING SAINTS - 144,000 IN NUMBER." WTF 14.

WTF 14-5. There she SPECIFICALLY SAYS: (A) The ONE CLASS are PHILA-
DELPHIANS. (B) The NUMBER is given - 144,000. (C) The FOOTNOTE REFERENCES - Rev. 3:9,12.

SPECIFICALLY THIS IS PART AND PARCEL of THE GOLDEN TEXTS which form part of MY FIRST VISION although careful attention will reveal the FOOTNOTE references are arranged differently but teach the same Message. In fact, they are QUOTED - EW 13-31. (Bro. Grotheer - this should be familiar to you - as you quoted this in your papers. The SPECIFIC NUMBER plus the SPECIFIC NAME!

THIS IS CALLED A PATH in WTF 14. EW 14. "Point out to them the ONLY PATH which can be traveled with HOPE of reaching a place of SAFETY. The bright beams of the Sun of Righteous-
ness are shining upon this PATH, and the wayfaring man, though a FOOL - need not err therein. FCE 340.

THIS IS GRAPHICALLY ILLUSTRATED IN A PANORAMIC VIEW IN EW 86-92. - 61 -
There the ONE CLASS are represented as riding in state on a manmade TRAIN: "It seemed that the WHOLE WORLD was on board, that there COULD NOT BE ONE LEFT." EW 88. Depicted as being SNARED or BOUND: "...in BUNDLES ready to BURN." EW 88. The Lord of the Harvest Himself commands it: "GATHER ye FIRST the TARES for the BURNING!" In the FOOTNOTES MISSING in EW 269–272 but found in T1:180 - THE STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS IS that God throws down the gauntlet in the DARE - "GATHER YOURSELVES... (Not the Lord's GATHERING but the GATHERING of YOURSELVES) ...TOGETHER...BEFORE THE FIERCE ANGER of the Lord come upon YOU!" This MOB - this CLASS - is revealed together with the doctrines they will be teaching, in GC 464–473. The senseless "MULTITUDES will EXALT!" GC 464.

HOW DIFFERENT THE OTHER CLASS! Here shown as "A LITTLE COMPANY...THIS LITTLE COMPANY..." EW 88–9, 263. Who cooperate with Holy Angels hurrying to and fro giving the LAST SAVING MESSAGE which is the MIDNIGHT CRY followed by the LATTER RAIN-REFRESHING - which is also the LOUD CRY. EW 271. "The LAST GREAT WARNING HAD (Past tense!) sounded EVERYWHERE...An Angel with a writer's inkhorn by his side RETURNED FROM the Earth and reported to Jesus that his work was DONE, and the Saints were NUMBERED AND SEALED." EW 279. With that Jesus throws "...down the Censer. He raised His hands, and with a loud voice said, 'IT IS DONE!'..."EVERY CASE was DECIDED, every jewel NUMBERED." EW 279–280. "THE LIVING SAINTS - 144,000 in NUMBER." EW 15. "Then ALL the Saints...WERE DELIVERED...the 144,000." EW 37.

AND AGAIN IN EW 31. REV. 14:1. "And I looked, and lo, a Lamb stood on the Mount Sion, and with Him an HUNDRED FORTY and FOUR THOUSAND, having His Father's NAME written in their foreheads." REV. 14:1.

And again in EW 31 - Rev. 22:1–5. The NAME is on their foreheads - I CHALLENGE YOU to find this any place in the Bible - EXCEPT under Rev. 3:12 - PHILADELPHIA.

This is the OTHER CLASS - NUMBERED and NAMED!

EW 36–7. THE ORDER OF SEQUENCE IS:
(1) Jesus steps OUT of the MOST HOLY PLACE. (2) Plagues fall. (3) Death decree hour.
This is the Time of Jacob’s Trouble. (4) Then the promise of
God is given in these words: “Then all the Saints...were
DELIVERED.” Now these are the SPECIFIC PEOPLE of that
OTHER CLASS - here it says these compose “all the Saints”
and then the NUMBER follows - “144,000.” That is “All”! Do
you agree that is ALL? And the NUMBER - do you agree with
THAT?

Going back to EW 16. “Then we ALL cried out...” as the DEAD
came up. “The 144,000 shouted, “Hallelujah!” (As shown in
Original...) ...as they recognized their friends torn from them by
DEATH!

(A) This proves there are 144,000 BESIDES those torn from
them by death.

(B) This proves the 144,000 are NOT from the DEAD!

(C) This proves that 144,000 is ALL that there is to this
SPECIFIC and OTHER CLASS. And these are Sr. White’s
SPECIFIC WORDS. That the ONE CLASS are the 144,000.
Who could ask for clearer WORDS?

“Then we ALL cried out.” EW 16. “Then ALL the Saints cried
out...THE 144,000.” EW 37. “The 144,000 IS ALL.” “We ALL
entered the cloud.” EW 16. “Here on the Sea of Glass the
144,000...” EW 16.

AS THE CHURCH AND AWAKENING GIVE UP THE MOST HOLY
PLACE SANCTUARY TRUTHS AS PREDICTED CW 53. Ev. 224-5,
360. (See WATTS 50 YEAR REVIEW - Publication #301. p.11-
2,15.) SM 1:41,48. SM 2:78. The 144,000 have a BATTLE
with their “FORMER BRETHREN” who LEAVE the Sanctuary Most
Holy Place to be in harmony with the INNUMERABLE MULTI-
TUDES - they “AT ONCE” receive the unholy influence of
Satan. EW 56. 1846 Broadside. Their prayers are USELESS!
EW 261,274.

While from the whole World only 144,000 will be justified by
faith in the Third Angel’s Message - the truths of the MOST
HOLY PLACE. EW 19,254-6,278. This SEALS the 144,000.
Clearly the ONE CLASS are PHILODEPHIANS who worship IN
THE MOST HOLY PLACE - and their NUMBER including EVERY-
ONE is 144,000.

Bro. Grotheer - can you show ANY MORE that belong to that
CLASS? Or can you show from what SPECIFIC REFERENCES
- 63 -
you find a THIRD CLASS in the World - if the ONE TRIBE OF JUDAH-LAODICEA has 144,000 all by themselves - 12 tribes rolled into ONE - "...in the midst of her - the GATHERING of the 144,000..." p.5. THE HARVEST PRINCIPLE - THOUGHT PAPER - March 1975.

ANALYSIS 111 - June 1975. p.1. "...the selection of the 144,000 through whom He plans to make His final witness. The ones SEALED are found in the MIDST of Jerusalem."

ANALYSIS 11 - May 1975. p.4. (Basically the SAME.)

Do those who go to the SAME COLLEGE - GROTHEER-HUDSON FRIEND - AND...come up with the SAME AWAKENING-SHEPHERD'S ROD HOUTOFF-ROGERITE DOCTRINE? THE NEW COVENANT GOSPEL LIBERATOR (that liberates from all Present Truth) - May-June 1975. (Loose sheet insert - "DECISION.") 144,000 go forth to give Rev. 18 to "BABYLON."

NO ONE HAS ANY BUSINESS CALLING THEMSELVES A BREAKAWAY MOVEMENT IF THEY BELIEVE IN THE PREDESTINATION, INFALLIBILITY OF THAT "CONGREGATION THAT IS HOLY - EVERY ONE OF THEM." In which case go back QUICKLY! Lest ye miss out in being of that #3 CLASS - take a seat in the basement, back row or balcony - any place they will put you! HURRY! Do not miss out! The Holiest Church in history!

And please explain your statements: in 1863 the Church was to be a vehicle to carry out its work. How did the Church go into error in 1863? Where is this information to be found?

Very Sincerely,
Sister Madelyn Lewis

***************************************************************************

"WATCHMAN, WHAT OF THE NIGHT?" April 29, 1975

Dear Sister Lewis:

In the two studies that were given in the home of Bro. & Sr. Ireland, the subjects were "The Times of the Gentiles" based on Luke 21:24 and its significance, and secondly - "The Battle of the Great Day of God Almighty" as it relates to events presently shaping up in the religious world and the appearing of Satan as Christ. After the studies, questions were permitted, and during these questions, the topic of the 144,000 was introduced as a subject.
The only allusion to the 144,000 during the main study was to the sealing, and with what were they sealed as noted in *Early Writings*, p.15. (Also T3:266.)

You place certain words and sentences of mine in quotes in regard to "two classes" which will be alive when Jesus comes. Before I could even begin to answer your charge of misrepresenting truth, I would have to hear in context what was said, what I asked, and what answers were given. If you can send me a full context of an unedited version of the recording wherein I supposedly said what you say I said, then I could intelligently reply. For I well know that there will be only two classes at the end, the obedient and the disobedient. This I have preached for many years. To try to make me say that I do not believe or teach it is an absurdity.

WE PAUSE FOR THREE QUESTIONS-!!!

FROM "THOUGHT PAPER" - ANALYSIS 11 - MAY 1954 p.4 -

Wm H. Grotheer: "...God orders the closing work for the church to commence - the sealing of the 144,000 - so that He can complete through them the work which the whole church failed to do." Wm. H. Grotheer.

QUESTION #1: If 144,000 are selected (SEALED) "...in the midst of her (The Church!)..." p.5. "THE HARVEST PRINCIPLE" - March 1975. "...the selection of the 144,000 through whom He plans to make His final witness." p.1. "ANALYSIS 111" - June 1975. Does that not make the 144,000 - ONE CLASS?

QUESTION #2: Those NOT SEALED - is that not "BABYLON"? Is that not that "OTHER CLASS"?

QUESTION #3: Then to whom do the 144,000 from the midst of the Church - to whom do they "WITNESS"? Who is that CLASS #3 - ??? Where are they found in the Testimonies - in SPECIFIC TERMS? Where is that SHEPHERD'S ROD ABSURDITY? There is PLENTY on the tapes to show CLASS #3 - !!! To not know or remember what was said on the tapes -

REMINDS ME (H. HOEHN) of an interesting experience I had in Gold Mining. I had invented a bulldozer blade for small tractors - copied in detail by a large company.
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I remembered a little placer mining I did – where we made $1.00 a day – and with a machine like this, I figured we could make $100.00 a day. So I advertised...

Before this type of blade is too well known - we could get the best ground and make a killing. I found a river specialist and a bench specialist - men who had made their living at it in those Dirty 30's. So I spent $150.00 advertising. Do you have a placer gold claim in the Cariboo? We visited them just about every night for WEEKS - those who happened to be in Vancouver - the big city. We called him "Hands & Feet." He knew these people. He had spent enough time with them in the beer parlors where most all "MINING" is done. I took notes. One man said (I had it in my notes) that he was up there just three months ago and a company was moving in - we have to do something FAST! We let them talk for about an hour or two - then "Hands & Feet" would start asking them questions in his slow innocent drawl - "What did you say - you were up there two or three years ago?" (He had heard enough of their tales to know it most likely WAS about two or three years ago!) It was all I could do to keep from exploding - I knew that "Hands & Feet" knew - as well as I knew - he had said about three months ago! So why do you ask him such a dumb question? But he was not so dumb. He knew these people. Fortunately I was able to contain myself and say nothing. Then did I ever get a surprise! This man looked incredulously at us - obviously in great confusion - jerked back and forth like a fish on a hook - then slowly said: "Did I say two or three years? Nooo... It could not be that loooong. No, it was only about a year and half!" Well, Sir - was I flabbergasted! And, mind you - this happened so often and so regular - we came to EXPECT it. We proved, not with ONE test question - but two or three more hard on the heels of the first - and so when we left that place - I opened the window and fed the torn pieces of paper to the wind. It came on the wind - it left on the wind. I regretted sincerely having to toss out some of them. They seemed so SINCERE, so GENUINE, so CONVINCING - but we knew there was no use - going up there, spending all that money - and THEN finding it out. No! Feed the paper to the Wind!

I LEARNED A LESSON I WILL NEVER FORGET! Let them talk and ramble away - just interject a little here and there, for one and maybe two hours - the worst one we had - he was such a professional lifetime LIAR - it took three hours
to wear him out - hands and feet started pulling in the line - asking the most outlandish questions - WAY OFF THE BEAM! But they would FORGET what they had said as little as an hour ago! A PROFESSIONAL LIAR - switching back and forth in his mind - LIKE JUDAS - NOT what the TRUTH is - but WHAT should I say under the CIRCUMSTANCES - so his quick and slick mind would formulate two or three good answers - and after an hour or so - would FORGET which slick reply he had USED! YOU KEEP WRITING - and asking me - how do you discover the ERRORS in the RDB - FTW doctrines? Because that slick - habitual LIAR - FORGETS what he wrote in one paper - what he wrote in the other. So one argument is CONTRARY to the OTHER! If you would MARK what they said - so when they SAY THE VERY OPPOSITE - you could check BACK and see what I choose to call DILLIES! You would find DOZENS of CONTRADICTIONS! A PROFESSIONAL LIFETIME LIAR - does NOT adhere to TRUTH - but what should I say to BEST fit the situation? Or what is it they WANT to HEAR?

ONE WHO HOLDS TO TRUTH NO MATTER WHAT PEOPLE WANT does not have to WONDER or ASK - what did I say on that occasion? He KNOWS what he said as well as he KNOWS what he did not say! But if he is like a reed in a wind - tossed to and fro to PLEASE the ITCHING EARS or to DOWN an OPPONENT - does not care BEANS whether it is TRUTH or not - then, of course, he has to ASK YOU - What did I say on that occasion? So his quick and slick mind can fix up another reply to fit the new direction of the WIND! DOUBLE-MINDED and UNSTABLE IN ALL THEIR WAYS - and as time goes by - you will find it out! This is the Lord's DEFINITE PROMISE! SG 2:201. If He has to send every Angel from Heaven! T1:100. GC 602. TM 46. T7:219. T5:73,505. Since He CHOOSES their delusions - one surefire way is they become FALSE TIME PROPHETS! This is the Lord's SIGN that they are none of His! They RUN without being SENT. So smarten up and do not bend over backwards to EXCUSE them - or as some, like a magnet to its own - are ATTRACTED to one who can LIE SLICKER THAN THEY CAN! They are ATTRACTED to their own kind! "Birds of a feather....

*****************************

NOW TO FINISH GROTHEER AND HIS LETTER

"You state your full confidence in the writings of the SPIRIT OF PROPHECY and for the records sake - so do I. | - 67 -
Because of this, I believe just what she has written: "God will have a people upon the Earth to maintain the Bible, and the Bible ONLY, as the standard of all doctrine and the basis of reforms." SOP 4, p.413. Now I know that Sister White used the expression - "the battle of Armageddon" in several places. It is a common expression used by many, and therefore, serves as a basis of communication. In fact, if I were preaching on the subject in an evangelistic meeting, I would also use the title - The Battle of Armageddon - for the sermon rather than the Battle of the Great Day of God Almighty. It would have more meaning to people because of the widespread use of the term - Armageddon. But again, I challenge you to produce a single text from the Bible where the expression "Battle of Armageddon" is found. For those who are beyond the "baby" stage in their study of truth, this "meat" would not throw them. Instead of a "battle," they would see a "place," and understand that this is involved with the final struggle against the God of heaven.

It is rather needless to extend this exchange further. Since you do not believe that I have given "meat in due season," you will not be attending any more studies which I give, so I see no reason to address myself further to your criticisms.

Sincerely yours, Wm. H. Grotheer

March 30, 1975

Madelyn Lewis
3850 Ridge Road. N.E.
Cortland, OH 44410

Dear Elder Hoehn:

I taped Elder Grotheer's meetings...I went over them many times, and found many things are errors...indeed so. This is not hearsay, no Sir. But taken from his own sermons...at Ireland's home meetings...Ann DeMichael and I think that Elder Grotheer is a paid agent from Old Laodicean Church - indeed so. This gentleman went all over the places you held your Bible camp - but never stopped at DeMichael's home - went right through Youngstown...Why - because he knew that DeMichael is assistant writer to you...He is a smooth clever speaker...Grotheer in all his sermons never did he mention one of the big abomination drugs - Maxwell book - how they are spending MILLIONS to help Babylon old Prince Billy Graham - not one word, no indeed. He never brought up one of our Special Truths of Philadelphia. He knows them. Why did he not?
How did you like my evaluation of Grand Important Elder Grotheer's letter? The Lord helped me, why - because I prayed for help...certainly does not present the Truths in the Casket (EW 81-3) or \textit{MY FIRST VISION} either. Of the 144,000. EW 14-5.

If I would have been awake to that gentleman like I am now, it sure would have been too bad for him, I am telling you... Grotheer sure stays away from Truths that hit the Church... These people will not go back to the Church...do not build on solid foundation now...Remember this man has been a faithful Adventist minister for (23) years...So he is experienced and trained in handling all manner of people...he is just a baby himself - does not know any of these Holy pure hidden Golden Truths...this gentleman needs to study...These preachers hide behind \textit{Do not condemn} statements made \textit{TO} the PHARISEES but now come at us \textit{FROM} the PHARISEES...They have to study how to keep their people blind and satisfied...They fight to the finish of death against sincere scattered flock...put them out and then kick them after they are out...They have the fallen angels standing by their sides...to destroy...if they can...

\textbf{ON THE TAPES - GROTHEER vs GROTHEER -}

FIRST THING AT IRELAND MEETINGS - Probation CLOSED for "corporate body" of SDA Church - Year of 1967 -
AT SAME IRELAND MEETINGS - (when someone said something against SDA Church) GROTHEER: \textit{"I do not} \textbf{JUDGE} the \textit{CHURCH!"}

Which Grotheer are we to believe?

GROTHEER: \textit{"Stay with the movement!"}
(There is no \textbf{MOVEMENT} when they are \textbf{SOUND ASLEEP}!)

GROTHEER: \textit{"We have had too much \textbf{MAN} worship!"}
(Then says we should \textbf{RESPECT} the \textbf{MAN} Leadership!)

GOLDIE POPIELAK - "He talked so fast - most of it went over our heads...He really writes one thing, and speaks something else...talk about "beating around the bush" or cleverly evading questions, he's \textbf{TOPS}...smooth...can really take us off guard. We never heard that "1967 stuff" before...He's a nice looking guy and what's more \textit{HE KNOWS IT}, too-!!! But, after all, beauty is only skin deep, and God knows what lies under that. It's the inner beauty that counts-!!!
Dear Elder Grotheer:

The meetings held at Walter Ireland’s home on March 11, 1975 — the evening was devoted to an interpretation of Armageddon with lesson in the language of Hebrew. And with interjections of “Show me where I am wrong.”

(Edited) Why deal in Armageddon? Why not tell the World the Truth about the GATHERING TO Armageddon? Regardless of what Armageddon is — it is AFTER Probation is CLOSED. It is in the 6th Plague. Regardless of which side one takes, it is not going to be decided in Armageddon — not in the 6th Plague. It is to be decided BEFORE any of the Seven Last Plagues. It is even to be decided BEFORE the LOUD CRY — LATTER RAIN. Because for us in the Adventist World, who do not take the RIGHT SIDE before the LOUD CRY — will have NO PART in the LOUD CRY. Their Test will be in the MIDNIGHT CRY in the Straight Testimony TO (not FROM) TO the Laodiceans. "The solemn Testimony upon which the DESTINY OF THE CHURCH HANGS!" EW 270. T1:181.

No SDA minister dare teach the TRUTH about Armageddon because Armageddon involves the SDA ministers. Is ALL about the Seventh-day Adventist Ministers! One could hardly expect the Laodiceans to give a Straight Testimony TO THEMSELVES! Although PIERSON tells the SDA ministers to do just that! In a recent issue of the SDA MINISTRY magazine. So does your "College" Pal — Al Friend — NOV.-DEC. 1974 LIBERATOR that abolishes from all Present Truth — p.18. (See LIFE OF PAUL p.168,177-8.)

God’s order is the very opposite — it is a Straight Testimony TO the Laodiceans, and not FROM the Laodiceans that constitutes their LAST SAVING MESSAGE! “Upon which the DESTINY of the Church HANGS!” At Ireland’s you presented a serious violation of the first principles of Truth. You took them from one philosophical mirage to the next!

In your letter to Sr. Lewis (p.68) you say (ARMAGEDDON) — "Instead of a "BATTLE" — they would see a "PLACE."

The truth is just the opposite. Instead of a "PLACE" — it is a "BATTLE!"
And in perhaps 10,000 places the 144,000 are in the deserts – in the mountains – in the isolated places – in the swamps – in the caverns of the sea – in the dungeons – left to die – wherever they are – no matter the number in each camp – it is the "Valley of Megiddon." (Zechariah 12:4, 8–11; 13:8, 9; 14:2, 12.)

(1) Thayer as far back as 1898 – reprinted in a modern Greek/English lexicon – also in Young's Analytical Concordance.

(2) This was recognized by Elder Pierce (Texas) in SDA Ministry Magazine – July 1973 – who "struck gold" when he made this "discovery" from the American Book Co.

(3) Featured in a two-page spread in the SDA Ministry for August 1974 – Elder Brown (Idaho) – that Hebrew scholars are not agreed whether "Har-Mo'ed" is a "valley" or a "mount" of Megiddo – but rather it is not – not a literal connotation of a place – place – place – but –

(4) "Armageddon is a symbolic name" – the "gathering" of the "kings" of the earth by the religious powers – the: 1 DRAGON. (Spiritualism–Satanism.) 2 BEAST. (Romanism in the Old World.) 3 FALSE PROPHET. (Apostate Protestantism in the New World.) The three-fold union accomplished in the Billy Graham Big Barnum Special – three-ring circus ringed after by Seventh-day Adventists firing the starting gun in the X-Mass season – 1972 – with the awakening safely tucked in to go beddie-bye clutching that Maxwell Book – the Devil's Train of EW 88,263. Joined by the Billy Graham Evangelical Hordes – The Power and Tongues Pentecostal Charismatics – New Jersey Jew Morris Cerullo – and the Catholics making the tail of the Dragon – key '73 – 11!

(5) Thayer–Young–Pierce–Brown–SDA Ministry Magazine 1973–1974 – likened this to Elijah meeting the Baal priests in mortal combat – on symbolic "Mount Carmel" – the mountain or the place of God – meeting of the forces of evil to the Final Battle or Slaughter. We know this to be the Death Decree Hour and the voice of God. And again – only two classes! Rev. 12:17. The Dragon knows his time is short. Rev. 13:11–18. American Protestantism picks up the cue. Rev. 14:1, 9, 12, 15–20.
Here is the "GATHERING" of the 144,000 and the "GATHERING" of the TARES for the BURNING. Rev. 15:... PROBATION OVER - now the PLAGUES. Rev. 16:... Culminating in that "BATTLE OF THE GREAT DAY OF GOD ALMIGHTY" and the "VOICE OF GOD" EARTHQUAKE! Rev. 17&18. The Fate of BABYLON. NO WAR BETWEEN NATIONS! They are of "ONE MIND!" Rev. 17:13. SATAN THE GREAT UNIFIER - works thru the Adventist Church Leaders as he worked thru the Jewish Sabbath-keepers of Old. HISTORY IS REPEATED! The OMEGA OF APOSTASY! KEY '73.

The Angels holding the Four Winds for the SEALING to be ON or OVER. We do not know which. We do not set time - we go by EVENTS IN THEIR ORDER! You are out of order!

GROTHEER - IRELAND TAPES - MARCH 11, 1975

GROTHEER vs GROTHEER

(1) "The corporate body is FINISHED!" (Tape #3 - 5 minutes.)

(2) THE CHURCH as a CORPORATE BODY - was REJECTED. 1967. That was the FIRST and the LAST thing brought to Pennsylvania.

(3) But Grotheer attended BIBLE CONFERENCES for SDA ministers only 1974. PIERSON-DOUGLASS "LATTER RAIN" plans.

WITNESSING A DILEMMA - A PARADOX - A CONTRADICTION

FIRST: "Thus we can conclude that in 1967, God told us that the Seventh-day Adventist Church as a corporate body HAD BEEN weighed in the balances of the sanctuary and had been found WANTING" p.4. THOUGHT PAPER - ANALYSIS 11. 1975.


We find this same confused credo on the GROTHEER-IRELAND TAPES: (1) "The corporate body is FINISHED." (2) Douglass is RIGHT! And Douglass - it goes without saying - made them lukewarm again by promising the GOD-FORSAKEN Church a glorious VICTORY! If they but lift themselves up by their bootstraps once again! Now Grotheer goes from (1) to (2) and now to:

(3) If they now try again - (GROTHEER ON TAPE:) "IF they have already been weighed in the balances - THEN I will know it is the False Latter Rain!"
(4) Also and Anon - "We must come to the place where we LOVE this ("GOD-FORSAKEN") CHURCH!"

(5) Also for the benefit of the SDA Minister present - he SILENCED: "Ye shall KNOW them by their FRUITS." Plus a few other hecklers with: We have had too much of "MAN HEROES" and "MAN-MADE STUFF" and "MAN-WORSHIP OF INDIVIDUALS COMING AROUND." "The WORSHIP of the BEAST - is the WORSHIP OF MAN!"

Could Grother have meant coming around with that old "HARM-ageddon" STUFF? And a God-forsaken Church is still RIGHT IN DOCTRINE ??? And we are to LOVE it - ???

DONALD KING: The Seminole Muskogean Indian has a saying: "Me no like man with forked tongue!"

---

LET'S HAVE SOME TRUTH

The Ten Virgin Parable applies in the Midnight Hour. And what is the TRUTH about the MIDNIGHT CRY? Can they obtain CHARACTER - HOLY SPIRIT - DISCERNMENT - OIL (TM 234) in the Midnight Hour? NO! Because "It is a CRISIS...at MIDNIGHT" that "CHARACTER is REVEALED!" COL 412. Before that hour - "There was seen NO DIFFERENCE." COL 408. Now that a DIFFERENCE and DESTITUTION is SEEN - do the FOOLISH TRY to obtain OIL - ???

COL 406 illustrates the EXPERIENCE of THE CHURCH that shall live JUST BEFORE Christ’s Second Coming. There is the BEGINNING of the GATHERING of the TWO CLASSES who profess ...ALL are asleep. "SLEEPING PREACHERS preaching to a SLEEPING PEOPLE." T2:337.

"Satan has paralyzed them" T3:439.

"God calls for WATCHMEN...who will AROUSE men and women from their lethargy..." T8:304. But here is the problem - do the Douglasses AROUSE them?

"MINISTERS have NO POWER to AROUSE them; they are ASLEEP THEMSELVES!" T2:337. "MINISTERS lull the people to CARNAL SECURITY." T2:340. "MEN...at the heart of the work are ASLEEP." T2:439. ALL who are ASLEEP...will be OVERCOME." T3:473.
So God calls for WATCHMEN - to AROUSE them - "Lest they SLEEP the SLEEP of DEATH." T8:304. "Satan...knows that if they SLEEP a little longer, he is sure of them, for their DESTRUCTION is CERTAIN." T1:263.

Is the above CERTAIN? That they ARE asleep, it is the sleep of Death - MINISTERS cannot AROUSE them? So what is the remedy? Does the Ten Virgin Parable hold the answer?

A CALL: A CRY awakens ALL the Virgins. THE MIDNIGHT CRY awakens ALL Ten Sleeping Virgins. "They SEE the PROCESSION they are to JOIN - moving on - BRIGHT with TORCHES and GLAD with MUSIC!" RH 4:109. 1899. How many JOIN?

THE PROCESSION MOVES ON - PAST the Ten Virgin Church - NO NEED of the Ten Virgin Church! "They hear the Voice of the Bridegroom and the Voice of the Bride..." (THE CHURCH - THE TRUE CHURCH that Jesus LOVES. MH 356. Ev. 318. Old LS 119. TM 16. 1903,1892.) COL 406. The FOOLISH have neglected to fill their flasks with OIL - they went THE OTHER WAY - NO SPIRIT OF DISCERNMENT! Going to the POPULAR MARKETPLACE - THE CUT-RATE AWAKENING PEDDLERS. Going to those who sell. Seeking the POWER! And while they went to buy, the PROCESSION "...moved on, and LEFT them behind. The five with lighted lamps JOINED THE THRONG and entered the house with the Bridal Train, and the door was SHUT." COL 406. And with that - THE DOOR OF PROBATION WAS SHUT on the Adventist World! A SHUT door - "TOO LATE" "They received an unexpected DENIAL." COL 406. They THOUGHT they were SAVED! They read too many "Week of Prayer" specials!

So you relegate that to 1967 - ??? That in 1967 "the corporate body" is FINISHED. "WEIGHED in the balances?" 1967? Yet Christ LOVES the SDA Church - "THOUGHT PAPER" May 1968. Repeated June 1974. p.4. Or should we change 1967 to 1965? The year when the SDA-WCC contacts BEGAN! ECONOMICAL REVIEW, Vol. 24(2), April 1972. You have a SHUT DOOR on the "Corporate Adventist Church as a Body" in 1967. Then in "THOUGHT PAPER" March 1975 - this 1967 God-forsaken Church is RIGHT IN DOCTRINE! In that case - TM 409 is a LIE! And the men of PK 187 are DECEIVERS! Because PIERSON and DOUGLASS are RIGHT in their "HARVEST PRINCIPLE" which means a STRAIGHT TESTIMONY (FROM) the LAODICEANS to the whole World! Instead of the HATED "Straight Testimony" TO the Laodiceans,
which the Lord declares is given by a HATED "COMPANY"
called a "PROCESSION." Called a "THRONG" (COL 406) that
find their way WITHOUT that Church! And the only HOPE for
anyone IN that Church is to OBEY the CALL - "Go ye OUT!"

Obey the MIDNIGHT CRY - the STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE
LAODICEANS - "Go ye OUT to meet Him!" Some are so A-
SLEEP they are back in 1844 or 1843 - when the Message to
the Millerites was: "Go ye FORTH!" But is THAT the Message
DOOR is SHUT!" - that Message is "Go ye OUT to meet Him!"
Those who are WISE enough - will do just that. TM 515, 1913.
T6:144,470. They will LEAVE the FOOLISH LAODICEANS (TM
together, yea, GATHER YOURSELVES, O (denomi-)NATION
NOT DESIRED...before the fierce ANGER of the Lord come upon
YOU! T1:180. (Footnotes.)

So where does that LEAVE the 1966-7 "PROCESSION?" Who
WERE they? We never HEARD of them! WHERE are they
NOW? Led by some "MAN" - some "BEAST" - "coming A-
ROUND?" Calling on us to JOIN some God-forsaken CHURCH?
Have those people LOST ALL POWER of DISCERNMENT -
FLOUNDERING around in PITCH DARKNESS? IMPENETRABLE?
COL 414. "OUT of that night of DARKNESS - God's LIGHT will
SHINE." COL 415.

The SAINTS are clearly another MOVEMENT which is to COME!
EW 69-75. COL 406. EW 45,261. RH 6:236. LP 2. PK
SLEEPING PREACHERS preaching to a SLEEPING PEOPLE
(T2:337) are not "MOVING" - they are only "DREAMING" that
they are! The "MOVEMENT of DESTINY" is OUTSIDE of THEM!
Or else the Ten Virgin Parable has NO MEANING!

The WISE leave the FOOLISH and the WORD is there in COL
406. If WISE enough, they JOIN the Movement - Throng -
Procession - Company - 11th Hour Messengers - Men of God's
appointment - (PK 187) - or would you call them "Beasts" -
"Some MAN" - "coming around" - while you tongue in cheek -
herd them BACK into the 1967 God-forsaken Old Synagogue of
Satan? TM 16. (How many times did you READ that and
AVOID that? MB 94-5. Rev. 3:9,16.)
That God calls a Layman's MOVEMENT - FISHERMEN who make an honest living - there is no question about THAT! But WHY does He lay the burden on the SWIFT MESSENGERS? EW 48-51. WHY does He call those NOT TRAINED in Literary Institutions? GC 606. NL 96.

To give a message NEVER HEARD before? GC 606. T9:137. RH 4:276. EW 124. Is it because the HIRED PROFESSIONALS "...will DISCARD the MESSAGE the Lord has sent, and receive the most unreasonable assertions and false suppositions and false theories. Satan LAUGHS at their folly, for he knows what TRUTH is. MANY will stand in OUR PULPITS with the torch of FALSE PROPHECY in their hands - kindled from the Hellish Torch of Satan...LIGHT, Brethren, MORE LIGHT we need. BLOW the trumpet IN ZION; SOUND AN ALARM (In Mount Megiddo?) SOUND AN ALARM in the Holy Mountain...there is A PEOPLE who will bear the Ark of God...THEY will show the people their TRANSGRESSIONS and the House of Jacob their sins." TM 409-11.

AN INFLEXIBLE TRUTH - those in the GREATEST LIGHT will go into the GREATEST DARKNESS. Adventists have NOT been in the GREATEST LIGHT. Their MOLLY-CODDLING MINISTERS smile on their MINIS - keep themselves POPULAR by OVER-LOOKING their EVIL DOING or JOINING them - even keeping SUNDAY on EASTER. So the GREATEST LIGHT has been in REFORM. Sad to say - THERE is the GREATEST DARKNESS - these Pseudo-REFORM preachers "coming around" - are too often but JESUosexual of the Orthodox Church - where ever and whenever we hold meetings - they are right there looking for a weak spot - to worm their way in. And bring in some of the most outlandish doctrines worse than Occultism! On the subject of ARMAGEDDON the Church itself gives MORE TRUTH than does so-called AWAKENING REFORM. See p.4 R&H Jan. 1, 1976. A 1967 reprint from GEORGE McCREADY PRICE.

"The CONFLICT is to wax FIERCER and FIERCER. Satan will take the field and personate Christ...the crop of wheat became less and less...Under the zeal of Satan...men...The Lord suffers them for a time...MANY, who now CLAIM to believe the truth, but who have no anchor, will be bound up with Satan's party...Let every MINISTER - in the place of standing to CRITICIZE and QUESTION, to DOUBT and OPPOSE, if there is a SEMBLANCE of a change to do so...let the burden of THEIR PRAYER be, night and day, that the Lord may send forth MORE laborers
Due to their tragic LACK OF JUDGMENT - the popular PAID SDA MINISTRY with one accord JOINED the OPPORTUNITY! GC 608. With BILLY GRAHAM'S COUNTERFEIT LOUD CRY MOVEMENT in KEY '73. And they FAILED! By their own confession made in HUNDREDS of religious press releases. The LAST to ADMIT it - were Seventh-Day Adventists! Once their INFALLIBILITY sets a policy - they must, as Judas, DRIVE it through to the bitter END! "RULE or RUIN!" TM 280,360,363.


This TIME SETTING of 1967. Then 8 YEARS later - the only False Prophet in the World to our knowledge - still PROUD of that ABSURDITY - most others ASHAMED to mention it - takes a trained Preacher to HANG ON - and proudly display it at the GROTHEER-IRELAND meetings in Pennsylvania - 1975.

SDA CHURCH - "God-forsaken" in 1967-???. Then what is the meaning of this - repeated in the THOUGHT PAPERS and that March 11, 1975 evening: "We must come to the place where we LOVE the Church! LOVE a "God-forsaken" church? To LOVE a God-forsaken Church - means to LOVE the Devil! Because when they are LEFT and forsaken by God - they are "GIVEN OVER" to the "...CONTROL of EVIL angels." T1:187. So we are to LOVE the demon-possessed - ???

Can a Church be forsaken by the Lord - HOPELESS and LOST - given over fully to the Devil and yet be RIGHT IN DOCTRINE? And does probation CLOSE for the "CORPORATE BODY" while it is still open for INDIVIDUALS in that same body-??? I see no such picture in T1:180-2,187. Certainly no such picture in the SEAL OF GOD Tract which is T5:211. No such picture in EW 124-5. Sr. White was shown the NECESSITY of BEING SEPARATE. "...not to attend their meetings while they teach ERROR; for it is WRONG to thus ENCOURAGE THEM while they teach ERROR that is a DEADLY POISON to the Soul...Angels cease their watchful care...
...We are LEFT...to be DARKENED and WEAKENED...Light around us becomes CONTAMINATED with the DARKNESS..." EW 124-5.

We have seen enough who have GONE BACK - and LOST THEIR BEARINGS! Will you be guilty of the lost souls in OHIO and PENNSYLVANIA sent BACK into MIDNIGHT DARKNESS-???
To bow down in prayer with a LOST CHURCH! COL 414.

"LIKE attracts LIKE - LIKE appreciates LIKE - LIKE becomes like LIKE." (A composite of PP 176. SG 2:201. T1:100. T5:136, 463,705. DA 405. MB 25,81.) "A companion of FOOLS shall be DESTROYED...DESTROYED for want of JUDGMENT." Prov. 13:20-3. "For the Leaders of this people CAUSE them to ERR - and they that are led of them are DESTROYED." Isa. 9:16. "Her great SCUM went not forth OUT of her - her SCUM shall be in the FIRE!" Eze. 24.12. GC 443-5. SB 7:56. 1905.

And is that T8:250 HARLOT a CONDITIONAL PROPHECY? It is NO PROPHECY AT ALL! It is a 1903 CONDEMNATION of the Lord! He did not say - this is what she MAY be, or WILL be, or MAY do, or WILL do - in the FUTURE. It APPLIED right THEN and THERE! That was 1903 - when the WHOLE CHURCH had gone over with JONES and WAGGONER into LIVING TEMPLE - SPIRITUALISM! With notable FEW exceptions! And that ALPHA of Apostasy would go into the OMEGA! And God's people will UNITE to MEET IT! SM 1:179-225.

Those who will read and mark those pages - will NOT be led astray by any AWAKENING, TIME SETTING, OUTER COURT GABBLE.

It all started with FROOM, the SDA FALSE TIME PROPHET. Some of his plottings came to light in the SDA MINISTRY Magazine - March 1966. p.10,12. Calling for a POSITIVE APPROACH, a NEW ECUMENICAL DIALOGUE using a NEW TECHNIQUE - by teaching and sharing IN COMMON with BABYLON! We sent you those key magazines - what did you do with them? If you are not going to use them - we can use them. Fortunately - we have an extra set. Showing the metamorphic transfer.

The WAY the door opened for UNPRECEDENTED EXCHANGE OF VIEWS! "So APOSTASY (OMEGA OF APOSTASY) will prepare the way for the IMAGE to the Beast!" GC 443-5. SM 1:197. Called "PLEASING FABLES." 78
NOTICE - it does not bring a "Great Reformation" in the World as they expected! In KEY '73 they LOST MORE MEMBERS TO THE OTHER CHURCHES THAN THEY GAINED! So it was only a COUNTERFEIT excitement among AWAKENERS and ADVENTISTS - as in the Ten Virgin Parable - the FOOLISH go and seek OIL FROM the other Churches! And why not? If FROOM (QD 626) and BRINSMEAD tell them they are RIGHT IN DOCTRINE and are WINNING SOULS TO CHRIST-!!! If so - what use is there for the Adventist Church? Or the Third Angel's Message?

THAT MAXWELL BOOK is positively as far LEFT as they can drift - in dropping the Third Angel's Most Holy Place Anchor. FROOM called them FORMIDABLE BARRIERS.

When VOP HSMR and Andrews Seminary RAA - crawled on the power-pox Charismatic "Tongues" platform at the World's Fair in Seattle - the VOICE magazine - Sept. 1962 - said the DENOMINATIONAL BARRIERS are breaking DOWN! p.5.

BRINSMEAD is boasting the BARRIERS are coming DOWN! EXACTLY as predicted in the OMEGA! SM 1:194-5.

"Satan is continually seeking to OVERCOME the people of God by BREAKING DOWN the BARRIERS which SEPARATE them from the World. Ancient Israel were enticed into sin when they ventured into FORBIDDEN ASSOCIATION with the Heathen. In a similar manner are modern Israel LED ASTRAY...becoming more and more BLINDED." 1884 SOP 4:327-8. GC 508.

"I saw that the SABBATH is, and will be the SEPARATING WALL between the true Israel of God and unbelievers...." EW 33. "...have the CARNAL MIND, therefore are not SUBJECT to the Holy LAW of God...wrest the Scriptures to make a BREACH in God's LAW!" EW 69. "They that FORSAKE the LAW - PRAISE the WICKED." PK 660.

In This time - God calls for the FROOM-HEPPENSTALL-BRINSMEAD "HEAP OF RUBBISH" to be "BURNT!" PK 641. "...there is much RUBBISH - so that we are not able to build the WALL." PK 643.
"As the Time of the End draws near, Satan...will employ human agents to mock and revile those who BUILD THE WALL." PK 659.

"In the Time of the END...God's Remnant People, standing before the World as REFORMERS, are to show that the LAW is the FOUNDATION...THEY are to be repairers of the BREACH." PK 678.

THE REMNANT: "Joshua...Zerubbabel...It was under the leadership of these TWO MEN that the REMNANT of Israel RETURNED at the close of the 70 years CAPTIVITY." (LEFT OUT of PK 593-5. But found in RH 5:387. Jan. 16, 1980.)

1903 the ALPHA of APOSTASY. SM 1:197. 70 years captivity - to Billy BABYLON Graham - KEY 73! It is time to RETURN to the Faith as once delivered unto the Saints!

"A REMNANT shall RETURN - and God gave every captive Israelite IN BABYLON an opportunity to form a PART of this REMNANT." RH 5:389. (Mauled - Changed - and Aborted in PK 599,600.) "THE DESPISED REMNANT." T5:475.

Adventists can prove they are not DESPISED - !!! "Their REMNANT shall fall by the SWORD!" Eze. 23:25.

THIS IS FAR AS THEY CAN GO "OMEGA OF APOSTASY!!"

Is here called "fanciful and spiritualistic interpretations" - "pretentious sophistries" - "brilliant, sparkling ideas" - "as Eve was CHARMED by the Serpent" - "Nothing but a DETERMINED EFFORT will break the SPELL" - "seducing spirits" - "doctrines of devils" (TM 409) "deadly heresies" (COL 414) "PLEASING FABLES!" All this and more in SM 1:194-202.

"But the Lord will raise up men of KEEN DISCERNMENT, who will give these Truths their proper place in the plan of God." SM 1:201. If worked by the HOLY SPIRIT - they will be QUICK to know the difference. SM 1:202. And others will JOIN with them to MEET IT! SM 1:205-6.

MEET WHAT-??? Here called "A GREAT REFORMATION... among Seventh-day Adventists" with "Books of a NEW ORDER." SM 204.
They see DETENTE, RECONCILIATION, UNITY and HARMONY as they pledge to teach IN COMMON with EVANGELICALS, BABYLONIANS, BRINSMEAD and the DEVIL. The SDA "books of a NEW ORDER" constitute this a "NEW ORGANIZATION." SM 1:194,204. That we are not to JOIN - for that would mean "APOSTASY FROM THE TRUTH." SM 2:390. For they have given up the truth.

But in the IRELAND MEETINGS you asked us to JOIN them!

After eight years of having passed the boundary of hope!

You now stand GUILTY of their BLOOD!

1962 - Adventists stood on the platform of the VOICE show.
1966 - Adventists linked up closer with BILLY GRAHAM.
1950 - Actually Wieland and Short gave this warning in 1950.
1970 - R&H June 19, 1970. p.9,10. Adventist Church teaching IN COMMON with AWAKENERS - "Justification by Faith" clear OUT of the Sanctuary - in the OUTER COURT. Leslie Hardinge. General Conference Session and not any more PROTEST than that MAXWELL BOOK - the EPITOME of all ABOMINATIONS!
1972 - The AWAKENING publicly went over to HEPPENSTALL - FROOM.
1973 - All set for 70 years from the ALPHA - 1903 to KEY '73. T5:136,212,463. SM 1:193-202. GC 608. This was MAXWELL'S and FROOM'S last fling - before they gasped their last! THE TIME SET FOR THE LOUD CRY - LATTER RAIN! "By their fruits ye shall KNOW them!" The Grand COUNTERFEIT to come BEFORE the TRUE! GC 464. Their promised EVANGELICAL EXPLOSION never materialized. Even the President of the Conference in a very frank admission - acknowledged it was all a big drip and would go down in history as WORSE than the DISGRACE of 1888!

No FIRE! No POWER! No NOTHING! Except a LIGHTNING BOLT hit PIERSON at the WISCONSIN CAMPMEETING - R&H August 9, 1973.

SDA MINISTRY Magazine - March 1974. p.1-3. They have been calling and crying for POWER and they are going to get it!
And where is the place to get the **POWER?** See 1846 BROAD-SIDE. From **OUTSIDE** the Most Holy Place! EW 56. And their soon-coming **HEALINGS** will bring Seventh-day Adventists TO THE TEST! SM 2:50,53,147. 1884 SOP 4:411.

R&H. April 10, 1975. Since the SDA Church FAILED to LEAD the other Churches in that disgraceful debacle of KEY '73 - now they are spurring on the Ministry and Workers to again pull themselves up by their own boot-strap-and and **TRY, TRY AGAIN** - to **SET THE PACE.** To contribute on top of tithe and offerings an amount equal to an average week's income for their worldwide spiritual and financial trust - total participation - an average of about $200.00 per family! This ought to do it! VIENNA OFFERING - 1975.

WE PREDICT - by the authority of the Writings - that they will **GET THE POWER** even to the **bringing down of FIRE** from the God of Heaven! Those who have "...departed from the faith." SM 2:24,54,95,100. MM 62. T6:400-1. **GOING TO BC. 125.** RH 4:262,570. "And those who are CHARMED with them NOW, or give them the least countenance NOW - will be all ready to be swept in to **ACT A PART** with the **Devil THEN!**" SM 2:51. T5:698. FCE 471-2. Ev. 592,653. (And take part in the **PLAGUES** also!)

Which brings us back to the Ten Virgin Parable - clearly the FOOLISH go and chase one philosophical **MIRAGE** after the other. **QUESTION:** Do the WISE also? **Or do they:**

(A) **SEPARATE** - **LEAVE** them to the deceptions that they LOVE! As do the Holy Angels.

(B) "**EXALT** the **STANDARD** and pour forth the **STRaight TRuth.**" T1:181. RH 2:177. 1888.

(C) This will cause some to **SYMPATHIZE** (Remember Lot's Wife!) and go BACK to comfort the poor abused LAODICEANS - and "**All who walk by the side of an APOSTATE** - will be imbued by his spirit." TM 290. "The Angel is to place a **MARK** upon the forehead of all who are **SEPARate** from **SIN** and **SINNERS** - and the **DESTROYING ANGEL** will follow, to slay utterly both old and young." T5:13,505,511. DA 152. SG 2:201. T1:100. RH 2:255. T5:80-2,136,211-2.

So the **NUMBERS** of the **LITTLE COMPANY** even **LESSen** - just as the **SPIRIT** is poured out! T1:136,182,212. And others go **JOIN** the big Adventist drive! **THE GRAND OMEGA!**
THEN THERE IS A CHANGE! "I asked what had made this GREAT CHANGE!" EW 271. T1:182. It is the LOUD CRY! Where the SDA NUMBERS are replaced with: "...OTHERS taking hold of the Truth." (Same.) The PROCESSION does NOT JOIN the Church! Those WISE enough in the Church must JOIN them! The Word is there! COL 406. JOIN another MOVEMENT or - BE LEFT BY THE WAY! The PROCESSION finally win 144,000 out of the whole World! 144,000 Living Saints who never taste death! They will be TRANSLATED from among the LIVING! 12,000 of each tribe. TRIBE AFTER TRIBE come in - AFTER the Door of Probation is CLOSED for the Adventist World! T8:41. T9:97. COME INTO LINE in the LOUD CRY! THE STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO the Laodiceans is the DIVIDING POINT, which is the "Y" in the road. The SIGN on one road, steep and narrow - says: CHARACTER BUILDING. And few there be that find it!

And on the POPULAR road to PERDITION is that appealing SIGN: I AM SAVED BY FAITH ALONE! INSTANTANEOUS SANCTIFICATION! ONLY BELIEVE! And the BLESSING is yours! MAKE NO EFFORT! NO WORKS needed nor wanted! Protestants, Catholics, Mohammedans, Jews. Billy Graham, Oral Roberts, Spiritualists, Jesus Freaks, Seventh-day Adventists, Occultists, Charismatic Healing and Tongues People - ALL want that! The doctrine of UNIVERSALISM! Of I AM SAVED! Of LOVE UNLIMITED! This is the doctrine of BRINSMEAD - MAXWELL - HEPPENSTALL - VENDEN - PEASE - WRIGHT - WRONG. The bedtime story - Love, Happiness, Kindness - forever and ever - all around the World! "SLEEPING preachers preaching to a SLEEPING PEOPLE!" DOCTRINES OF DEVILS! "And we shall have to contend with it FACE TO FACE!" EW 88,262.

THERE IS THE BEGINNING OF THE GATHERING

of the tares for the burning - which ends in ARMAGEDDON. The BEGINNING of the LOUD CRY is the MIDNIGHT CRY. The MIDNIGHT CRY "swells into" the LOUD CRY. The BEGINNING of the MIDNIGHT CRY is the 11th Hour (not midnight yet) - as the Master HIRES the 11th Hour Men to do the work not being done by those who fell ASLEEP on the job. These 11th Hour Men do the CLOSING WORK FOR THE CHURCH. This forms a PROCESSION by a COMPANY who give the STRAIGHT TESTIMONY to the Laodiceans. They SEE where the Laodiceans are headed. Their LOVE having FROZEN UP into a towering ICEBERG. The little Ship of Truth meets the iceberg in the Midnight Hour!
Their sophistries, their errors — MUST BE MET! And the 11th Hour Men MEET IT! SM 1:205-6. SB 2:55. 1904. COL 399. This brings about a SHAKING — as some Laodiceans WAKE UP only to RESIST IT!

GROTHEER THOUGHT PAPER ANALYSIS 11 — May 1975, p.14 — You deal with "...God orders the closing work for the Church." Just HOW does that take place — Bro. Grotheer?

Since it is a Straight Testimony (TO) not (FROM) the Laodiceans, what do we find in T3:252-293? This is addressed to THE LAODICEAN CHURCH. T5:711-8 should be noted in this connection: THE IMPENDING CONFLICT. Also T5:207-16. THE SEAL OF GOD. NONE are complimentary to the CHURCH. EACH ONE compliments the INDIVIDUALS who SEE and CRY ALoud about the ABOMINATIONS in the CHURCH — and for which they are SEALED. If they prefer to remain BLIND — they are given over to the deceptions that they LOVE. They are SLAUGHTERED by the SLAUGHTERING ANGELS. The PREACHER who SOOTH—SAYS them and keeps them in DARKNESS — IGNORANCE — AND SIN — is characterized as a "DUMB DOG that will not BARK." And giving a "PEACE and SAFETY" MESSAGE. WHAT GREAT DECEPTION — !!!

This is linked to Ahab and Jezebel taking over the Church — excommunicating Elijah — clearly the "CLOSING WORK FOR THE CHURCH." T3:266 begins with the SEALING — which begins with the 11th Hour Men giving the Straight Testimony (TO) the Laodiceans: "Upon which the DESTINY of the Church HANGS." T1:180-2. (In what way does SDA DOUGLASS propose to do THAT — ???) That Church NEVER gives the LOUD CRY! Those only who accept the EARLY RAIN take part in the LATTER RAIN. SM 1:196. LS 336,425. T6:77,400-1. T1: 321. TM 89, 399. RH 3:239,443; 4:467.

TM 475 (RH 2:368) further calls this THE ELIJAH MESSAGE. Much of the book PK — is taken up with this theme, but mutilated from the ORIGINAL. Let us compare:

PK 140 — "Today there is need of STERN REBUKE...O generation of VIPERS!" RH 6:358. (The same.) Sept. 11, 1913.
PK 147 — NOT ONE will stand for God or Elijah. RH 6:360.
PK 177 — APOSTASY produces PLEASING FABLES! RH 6:375.
PK 186 — Now we come to: "In the closing work of God in the Earth... (PK 187)
...in the hour of GREATEST PERIL, the God of ELIJAH will raise up..." RH 6:381-2. Nov. 20. 1913.

ALRIGHT – Bro. Grotheer – here is the subject and here is the answer. We will not go into CHANGES just now - but do AHAB and JEZEBEL and the 850 Priests of Baal and the Groves - do PIERSON and DOUGLASS give the Message (TO) ELIJAH-???
Or do the "MEN OF GOD’S APPOINTMENT" - "DENOUNCE the UNION of THE CHURCH with THE WORLD?" PK 187. Or has there been no such UNION? Are you SILENT?

You told us at the GROTHEER-IRELAND MEETINGS to show RESPECT for AHAB-PIERSON and JEZEBEL-LAODICEA - but ELIJAH was not that kind. "Elijah shows NO TIMIDITY, neither does he show THE LEAST REVERENCE to the King...NO APOLOGY to make to Ahab nor HOMAGE to give him...Elijah now COMMANDS and Ahab at once OBEYS..." T3:278.

IN CASE IT IS STILL NOT CLEAR - THE SPIRIT OF THE MEN OF REV. 18:9,20. (See who is WAILING and who is REJOICING!)

SHOW RESPECT FOR THE OFFICE AND A DUMB DOG MINISTRY - ???

"It ANGERED them also - that those who showed (RESPECT?) ONLY CONTEMPT for the Rabbis, and who (Go to their Church - Synagogue?) were NEVER seen in the Synagogue, should flock about Jesus, and listen with rapt attention to His words. The scribes and Pharisees felt only CONDEMNATION (As you did for over 20 years in your office as an SDA minister?)...The Pharisees had ONLY SCORN and CONDEMNATION for them - but Christ greeted them as Children of God." COL 158,186. Ed. 79. (Do not miss COL 189-190.)

WHO DOES THIS REBUKE-???

"SATAN has laid every measure possible that NOTHING shall come among us as people to REPROVE and REBUKE US, and exhort us to put away our errors. BUT THERE IS A PEOPLE who will bear the Ark of God...THEY will show the people their transgressions, and the house of Jacob their sins. The CONFLICT will grow FIERCER and FIERCER. Satan will take the field and personate Christ...ENTIRE FAMILIES who have once REJOICED in the TRUTH will lose FAITH...the crop of wheat becomes LESS and LESS...precious Truth lost its POWER to THEM!" TM 411. 1897.

"The SHAKING COMMENCES with the introduction of FALSE THEORIES." TM 112. GC 464-73.
This is the COUNTERFEIT - this is the **OMEGA** Teaching IN COMMON with BABYLON!

**EW 269** - "SOME" - but see **ORIGINAL** - T1:179 - or as Bro. Davis discovered - RH 1:32. Not some vague "SOME" - but "SOME" of "THE PEOPLE OF GOD" - DENOUNCE the Union or THE CHURCH with THE WORLD for that spells "CONFUSION!" (TM 265. RH 3:233. GC 606-8. SM 2:67-8. T8:118-120.)

**THE TRUE PEOPLE OF GOD** are not the **PUSHERS** who PUSH their way into the FRONT - but are the **TIMID** and **SELF-DIS-TRUSTFUL** - **WEAK** and **HESITATING** - who in the **MIDNIGHT DARKEST HOUR** - become **AS DAVID**. T5:81. Willing to **DO** and **DARE**! Thank God for this promise! Otherwise for the Church there would be no hope. But **AS DAVID**, they will go into hiding - from **SAUL** the **DEMISED LEADER**!

"And then these Leaders...act like men who have LOST THEIR REASON." TM 70. "...and a **SPIRITUAL DRUNKENNESS** will take possession of them." BRISBIN 27. "GOING TO B.C." 124-5. "The (ELIJAH) POWER attending the Message will only **MADDEN those who oppose it.**" GC 607.

When we read a statement like the above - we are prone to think, believe, and teach - **THES** are the **OTHER** Churches! But Christ had NO TROUBLE with the **OTHER** Churches! But with the **SABBATARIAN Church**. Because He did not rebuke the **OTHER** Churches or the Government - so how many times must we be told: Our "**GREATEST**" or "**MOST BITTER ENEMIES**" will be **OUR FORMER BRETHREN!** GC 608,639. RH 1:158.

How many times must we be told that - before we finally begin to catch on - ??? And **BELIEVE** what is **WRITTEN** - ????

This is the **MESSAGE** now! This is the **WARFARE** now! "In the **BATTLE in the DAY of the LORD."** EW 69. This is the battle that grows "flier and fiercer" until its **END** is seen in **ARMA-GEDDON** - in the 6th Plague. When Satan the **UNIFIER** - uses the **FALSE TIME PROPHETS** to "GATHER" the **OTHER CHURCHES** - NATIONS and (denomi-) NATIONS to **SYMBOLIC "MOUNT CARME**L" - there is only one war - in the **DEATH DECREE HOUR**! All governments around the World are **UNITED** by the **RELIGIOUS ELEMENT** bringing them to the **VOICE OF GOD HOUR**! Where the **INFAILIBLE ADVENTISTS PREACHER** finally drops that **MAXWELL BOOK!**
And the idea that 144,000 SDA will be SEALED or bring in that MYTHICAL MULTITUDE!

BOTH ARE LIES - AND THIS HOUR PROVES IT!

"The people turned upon their MINISTERS with BITTER HATE...
"You told us (That MAXWELL BOOK again!) that ALL THE WORLD was to be converted, and cried Peace, Peace - to quiet every fear that was aroused...But I saw that the MINISTERS did not escape the WRATH of God. Their suffering was TENFOLD greater than that of their people." EW 282.

THE WOMEN THEY WON: "The very ones who once ADMIREd them most, will pronounce the most dreadful CURSES upon them...The FALSE WATCHMEN are the FIRST to fall. There are NONE to pity or to spare...Their flesh shall consume away while they STAND upon their feet, and their EYES shall consume away in their holes, and their TONGUE shall consume away in their MOUTH." GC 656-7. (472-4.)

You have preached what this means? They refused to STAND for the Truth - refused to SEE the Truth - refused to TELL the Truth - so this will happen to them while they STAND and face the WRATH of God and their own CHURCH MEMBERS!

THERE IS NO OTHER TRUTH ABOUT ARMAGEDDON! Now that COTTRELL broke the URIAH SMITH TRADITIONS - and these other three SDA Ministers in a row brought to light symbolic "MOUNT CARMEL" and the last ELIJAH MESSAGE - still and all we suppose it must be hard for HMSR or any other SDA preacher to SWITCH over to the truth of "ELIJAH" facing the ORTHODOX AHAB President of the Conference as he cleaves to the T8:250 LAODICEAN-JEZEBEL HARLOT - rather than see, know, or STAND for the DAUGHTER of ZION - the DAUGHTER of Jerusalem. PK 310,360,372,391,538,724. T8:253. T6:457. DA 569. RH 4:364.

Younger, smaller, sweeter, purer - a thing APART - something that CAME OUT! Not guilty of the sins of the old MOTHER! It is a NEW MOVEMENT! "...such a MOVEMENT shall COME!" GC 464. 1884 SOP 4:296,324. B7:13. CH 128. PK 639. LP 2. "In a MESSAGE yet FUTURE!" 1888 GC 383.

AND WHO IS THEIR DEADLY ENEMY—???. Look up Rev. 17:13. Rev. 18:3. To learn that the NATIONS and the (denomi-) NATIONS have ONE MIND! - 87 -
There is **NO WARFARE** between them! They have **ONE MIND** to destroy the Saints on account of the plagues. EW 34,36. GC 628-31. Their **WATCHMEN** tell them there is one **ONE SOLUTION** - get rid of the Saints - then the plagues will come to an end. And they will set up that **JEHOVAH'S WITNESS - MORRIS CERULLO - HWA - TEL AVIV JEW - BILLY GRAHAM FABIAN SECRET SOCIETY - MAXWELL BOOK - HMSR - "ONE GOD - ONE WORLD" - GOVERNMENT!

They will ride that Devils Maxwell Book **UNIVERSALISM TRAIN** right to the bitter, bitter **END! VOICE of GOD ARMAGEDDON!**

**WHAT A GROTHEER-PIERSON-DOUGLASS PASTORAL HARVEST!**

"And now, in the wretched, **LOST** souls around him, he beholds the **HARVEST..."WOE be unto the PASTORS...** (SO! The **BATTLE** of Armageddon is over the **PASTORS** who now behold the end RESULT of their **HARVEST PRINCIPLE!** The **CROP** from the **SEED** they have **SOWN!** And now they reap the **WHIRLWIND!**) GC 655.

"The World see the **VERY CLASS** whom they have **MOCKED...** pass **UNHARMED** through **PESTILENCE, TEMPEST, and EARTH-QUAKE**, He who is to the transgressors of His **LAW** a **DEVOURING FIRE** - is to His people a **SAFE PAVILION.**" GC 654.

**RESPECT DID YOU SAY? R&H. Oct. 27, 1966. p.10. "BLESSED** is that man that maketh the Lord his trust, and **RESPECTETH NOT** the **PROUD**, nor such as turn aside to **LIES!** Psa. 40:4. "Let them be **ASHAMED and CONFOUNDED together.**" Psa. 40:14. "Put the **REBUKE** where it belongs - upon the plotters of an evil work." TM 274.

**THIS BATTLE BEGINS:**

(1) By the introduction of False Theories. TM 112.
(2) By a **COUNTERFEIT REFORMATION.** GC 464.
(3) A **GREAT (AWAKENING) REFORMATION** among SDA. SM 1:204.
(4) By "**BOOKS of a NEW ORDER**" (MAXWELL BOOK.) 204.
(5) So radical this becomes a "**NEW ORGANIZATION.**" 204.
(6) That we are not to **JOIN** for that would mean APOSTASY from the Truth! SM 2:390. For they have no Truth.
(7) They **BOAST** to switching "**IN COMMON**" with BABYLON!
(8) If you ever saw it - you saw it in **KEY 73.**
(9) The three-fold **UNION** with **EVANGELICALS and ROMANISM.**
(10) **WE ARE THE CLAY - ROMANISM IS THE IRON.**

- 88 -
"The MINGLING of CHURCH CRAFT and STATECRAFT (LLU-VA COMPLEX) is represented by the IRON and the CLAY. They have invested... ($500.00 in LLU LAND to the ARMY - and BUILDING and MAINTAINING HOSPITALS SOLELY FOR THE ARMY!) ...their strength in POLITICS; and have UNITED... (WCC-NCC BOARDS!) ...with the PAPACY. BRISBIN 58. (Parts of this MSS April 22, 1899 - have NEVER been RELEASED!)

GOD'S PEOPLE WILL NOT PUT UP WITH IT

(1) 1903 - LIVING TEMPLE was the ALPHA of Apostasy.
(2) 1973 - KEY '73 was the OMEGA of AWAKENING "REFORM."
(3) 70 years - it is time to RETURN! (See p.73-4.)
(4) THE DEVIL'S TRAIN... THE MAXWELL BOOK! EW 88,262-3.
(5) It seemed the WHOLE WORLD was on board! NOT ONE LEFT!
(6) Look again and look a little higher - a PATH! EW 88-9.
(7) MY FIRST VISION - a PATH! 144,000 on the PATH! EW 14.
(8) This little Ship of Truth steers STRAIGHT INTO THE LAODICEAN ICEBERG - MEET IT! SM 1:205-6.
(9) "My message to you is: NO LONGER CONSENT TO LISTEN WITHOUT PROTEST! UNMASK the pretentious sophistries!" "BREAK THE YOKE!" SM 1:196-7. SB 2:15. CH 289. SB 7:56-7.
(10) This PROCESSION gives the MIDNIGHT CRY. COL 406. Only those who SIGH and CRY ALOUD for all the ABOMINATIONS - only those will be SEALED! "MARK THIS POINT WITH CARE." T3:267. All who listen to their HARMVEST PRINCIPLE - will be LOST! T5:211-2.

"Go ye OUT to meet Him!" MANY who hear the Message - by far the greatest NUMBER - will not credit the solemn warning...MINISTERS will WARN the people NOT TO LISTEN TO THEM... Peace and Safety." TM 233. "These DUMB DOGS that would not bark...ALL perish TOGETHER." T5:211-2.

"Those who come up to every point, and stand every test, and OVERCOME, be the price what it may, have heed the Counsel of the True Witness, and THEY will be FITTED for TRANSLATION by the LATTER RAIN." SG 4:32-4. 1856. LET US "Earnestly contend for the FAITH which was ONCE DELIVERED unto the Saints." Jude 3. (T5:525-7.) RH 3:425-6; 5:163-4. AA 431-2,596-601. SIGNED: Ann DeMichael.
FROM THE DESK OF ADVENTIST LAYMAN'S FOUNDATION

Elder Wm. H. Grotheer, P.O. Box 237, Florence, MS 39073
Executive Secretary. January 11, 1976

Dear Sr. DeMichael:

Your Broadside for December 1975 was received. I needed to pursue it only through the first two paragraphs to discover that it was not based in truth, therefore, a mere waste of time to indulge it to the end.

You write - "Regardless of what Armageddon is - it is AFTER probation is CLOSED. It is in the 6th Plague."

Now this is not what the servant of the Lord stated in GREAT CONTROVERSY, p.561-2. She quotes Rev. 16:13-4 as being fulfilled in the "last remnant of time," and indicates that the final deception of Satan will engulf "the whole world," and that those deceived by the fulfillment of Rev. 16:13-4, will not wake up until "the outpouring of the wrath of God."

Since I granted you and Sister Lewis permission to tape what I said, and since you have not been fair nor honest in the use of what was taped, I think that it best to let matters drop there, and you believe what you wish, go the way you wish, but I will not seek to be troubled further by your misrepresentation and using out of context what I did say.

May the Lord in mercy direct your ways.

Sincerely yours,

SIGNED: Wm. H. Grotheer

P.S. If you should quote this letter in any way, please do so in its entirety. WHG.

---

ELIZABETH HORT LETTER

February 16, 1976

Dear Bro. Hoehn:

Here is some interesting reading to send to Grotheer, which I fancy you will be interested in, as it is Truth. It will let him see his mistake in his 1967 teaching, for what was only SUPPOSITION. I do not know whether you have seen this:

EGW BIBLE COMMENTARIES COMMENTS 7:971


The mighty angel who instructed John was no less a personage than Jesus Christ. Setting His right foot on the sea, and His left upon the dry land, shows the part which He is acting in the closing scenes of the great controversy with Satan. This position denotes His supreme power and authority over the whole earth.
The controversy has waxed stronger and more determined from age to age, and will continue to do so, to the concluding scenes when the masterly working of the powers of darkness shall reach their height. Satan, united with evil men, will deceive the whole world and the churches who received not the love of the truth. But the mighty angel demands attention. He cries with a loud voice. He is to show the power and authority of His voice to those who have united with Satan to oppose the truth.

After these seven thunders uttered their voices, the injunction comes to John as to Daniel in regard to the little book: "Seal up those things which the Seven Thunders uttered. These relate to future events which will be disclosed in their order. Daniel shall stand in his lot at the end of the days. John sees the little book unsealed. Then Daniel's prophecies have their proper place in the first, second, and third angel's messages to be given to the world. The unsealing of the little book was the message in relation to time.

The books of Daniel and the Revelation are one. One is a prophecy, the other a revelation; one a book sealed, the other a book opened. John heard the mysteries which the thunders uttered, but he was commanded not to write them.

The special light given to John which was expressed in the Seven Thunders was a delineation... (Webster: draw, outline, sketch, portray, accurately.)... of events which would transpire under the first and second angel's messages. It was not best for the people to know these things, for their faith must necessarily be tested. In the order of God most wonderful and advanced truths would be proclaimed. The first and second angel's messages were to be proclaimed, but no further light was to be revealed before these messages had done their specific work. This is represented by the angel standing with one foot on the sea, proclaiming with a most solemn oath that time should be no longer.

This time, which the angel declares with a solemn oath, is not the end of this world's history, neither of probationary time, but of prophetic time, which should precede the advent of our Lord. That is, the people will not have another message upon definite time. After this period of time, reaching from 1842 to 1844, there can be no definite tracing of the prophetic time.
THIS IS CLEAR ENOUGH: Sr. White states in SM 2:14: "Let the plain, simple statements of the Word of God be food for the mind; this SPECULATING upon IDEAS that are not clearly presented there, is DANGEROUS BUSINESS."

IN BC 6:1051-2 IT IS WRITTEN: "The disciples were anxious to know THE EXACT TIME for the revelation of the kingdom of God, but Jesus tells them that they may not know the TIMES and the SEASONS for the Father hath not revealed them. To understand WHEN the kingdom of God should be restored, was not the thing of most importance to know. They were to be found following the Master, praying, waiting, watching, and working...Instead of living in expectation of some special SEASON of excitement, we are wisely to improve PRESENT opportunities...give the bread of life, UNADULTERATED with human OPINIONS, to souls who are perishing for the truth. SATAN is ever ready to fill the mind with theories and CALCULATIONS that will divert men from the present truth, and disqualify them for the giving of the third angel's message to the world...our Savior often had to speak REPROVINGLY to those who indulged in SPECULATIONS and were ever inquiring into those things which the Lord had not revealed...

"There is certainly great NEED...that our CHARACTERS may be TRANSFORMED. This is the CHANGE we need today...Again and again I have been warned in regard to TIME SETTING. There will never again be a message for the people of God that will be based on Time. We are not to know the DEFINITE TIME either for the outpouring of the Holy Spirit or for the coming of Christ." BC 6:1051-2. RH March 22, 1892.

This should be enough to convince Grotheer of his Error.

Grotheer even goes so far as saying that 1967 is the CLOSING message...I wrote Grotheer about his 1967 theory and showed him the truth, but I have not heard from him yet. He surely won't stick to his error when he sees the truth. It will only show, if he does - that he is drawing the people to himself. He has spent a few thousand dollars on a building when the money could have been spent on the truth. I must away for now...

With Christian greetings,
From yours in the blessed hope!
SIGNED: Elizabeth Hort

- 92 -
IN ANOTHER LETTER Sr. Hort pursues the thought that IF the Leadership WOULD give the Rev. 18 Message - it would destroy the much more palatable opiate of INCREASED membership - INCREASED influence - INCREASED prestige - INCREASED favor - INCREASED means - INCREASED power - INCREASED honor - by letting the banner trail in the dust - and tie their wagon to Billy Graham's Star - and FEATURE that Maxwell book over their largest telecast program.

WHAT A DOWNFALL IT WOULD BE - to drop that entrancing program and call for SEPARATION! OUT of the cities! OUT of the labor unions! OUT of the popular circles! OUT into the isolated places. To hands reaching out for worldly REWARD - this would be a massage of NO HOPE!

It is the mystery of iniquity - but that was the downfall of JUDAS. He saw NO LIGHTS in a spiritual Kingdom - which would become REAL in a distant future - he wanted his cake and wanted to eat it, too. He wanted a KINGDOM - HERE AND NOW! Just like those who cannot settle for the Truths of 144,000 Philadelphians. WTF 14. So, as JUDAS, they must away - BACK to the Old Synagogue! TM 16. (There the "CHURCH" is also called "SYNAGOGUE" - but the preacher with rose-tinted glasses - would NEVER see that! Nor has so-called REFORM or AWAKENING ever pointed it out! That quotation the preacher uses - REGULAR as a clock - to DOWN all OPPOSITION - what did "MRS. WHITE" say about CHURCH? Well - what did she say? Why not read it? TM 16.)

Look for the CHURCH - that is the SYNAGOGUE!

The close of the Elizabeth Hort letter: "I am going to try that recipe for the SURVIVAL CAKE - real soon!"

And now for SURVIVAL DOCTRINE! Since it seems too few know what the Testimonies say about TIME SETTING!!!

"Any man who supposes that...he can start a work which will CONQUER THE WORLD - will find himself lying among the RUINS of his own (KEY '73) SPECULATIONS...The devising of men's minds will invent TESTS that are NO TESTS at all, that when the TRUE TEST shall be made prominent, it shall be considered ON A PAR with the MAN-MADE TESTS that have been of NO VALUE...The people are CHARMED with some strange new thing, and are not WISE in experience to DISCERN the CHARACTER of IDEAS that men FRAME UP as SOMETHING... and TIE IT to the Oracles of God." SM 2:14-5.
"Many who have called themselves Adventists – have been TIME SETTERS... Because the TIMES repeatedly set have passed – the World is in a more decided state of UNBELIEF than before in regard to the NEAR advent of Christ. They look upon the failures of the TIME SETTERS with DISGUST; and because men have been so deceived, they turn from the truth substantiated by the Word of God that the END of all things is at hand...

"Those who so PRESUMPTUOUSLY preach DEFINITE TIME, in so doing gratify the adversary of souls; for they are advancing INFIDELITY rather than Christianity. They produce Scripture and by false interpretation show a chain of argument which apparently proves their position. (HOUTEF-FRIGEND-GROTHEER-WRIGHT-DAISY MEYERS-EVANGELINE WIDEN) But their FAILURES show that they are FALSE PROPHETS." T4:307.

"And the people to whom they PROPHESY shall be CAST OUT?" Jer. 14:16. "That PROPHET shall DIE!" Deut. 18:20-22.

BELIEVE WHAT WE WISH

(1) We wish to believe the Ten Virgin Parable. COL 406.
(2) This is the only true HARVEST PRINCIPLE.
(3) Some will wake up – in the Plagues – and wail and lament: "The HARVEST is PAST – the SUMMER is ENDED – and we are not saved!" They listened too long to the Adventist preacher: "Let the WHEAT grow up TOGETHER with the TARES – until the HARVEST!" Not knowing the SEALING is the HARVEST – and the COUNTERFEIT TARES are gathered – the WHEAT is not BOUND with THEM! NEVER! T5:505.
(4) THIS WE CHOOSE TO BELIEVE!

Key to Abbreviations

| AA | Acts of the Apostles, The |
| BC | Ellen G. White Comments in SDA Bible Commentary, The |
| BTS | Bible Training School |
| COL | Christ's Object Lessons |
| CW | Counsellors to Writers and Editors |
| DA | Desire of Ages, The |
| Ev | Evangelism |
| EW | Early Writings |
| FE | Fundamentals of Christian Education |
| FW | Faith and Works |
| GC | Great Controversy, The |
| GCB | General Conference Bulletin |
| GW | Gospel Workers |
| IHP | In Heavenly Places |
| KH | That I May Know Him |
| MB | Thoughts From the Mount of Blessing |
| MH | Ministry of Healing, The |
| MLT | My Life Today |
| MS | Ellen G. White Manuscript |
| MYP | Messages to Young People |
| OHC | Our High Calling |
| PK | Prophets and Kings |
| PP | Patriarchs and Prophets |
| RH | Reformers and Herald |
| SC | Steps to Christ |
| SD | Sons and Daughters of God |
| SM | Selected Messages |
| SR | Story of Redemption, The |
| ST | Signs of the Times |
| T | Testimonies for the Church |
| Te | Temperance |
| TM | Testimonies to Ministers and Gospel Workers |
| YI | Youth's Instructor, The |
I will put enmity between you and the woman, and between your seed and her seed; he shall bruise your head, and you shall bruise his heel.”

Genesis 3:15

ONE SENTENCE TRUTHS

TM 409
"Many will stand in our pulpits with the torch of false prophecy in their hands, kindled from the hellish torch of Satan."

TM 362
"Satan exults, for he has inspired them."

TM 362
"They are following in the track of ROMANISM."

TM 362
"We have an INDIVIDUAL ACCOUNTABILITY."

T1:364
("Our Preachers" and God.) "He is a day’s journey from MOST of them." (Out of sight!)

T2:439
"Satan has PARALYZED them."

T2:440
"And works successfully by their side to TEAR DOWN."

T2:440
"They know not that it is he."

T7:167
"A company of EDUCATED INFIDELS."

TM 107
"The Lord will raise up men who WILL give the people THE MESSAGE for this time."

PK 187
"BOLDLY will (they) DENOUNCE the UNION of THE CHURCH with THE WORLD."

TM 265
"Through this means THE CHURCH will become in-deed CORRUPT, and as stated in Revelation, “a cage of every unclean and hateful BIRD.” EW 274-7. T8:118-120.

GC 607
"In amazement they hear the (straight) TESTIMONY that BABYLON is THE CHURCH fallen."

GC 607
"The popular MINISTRY...will DENOUNCE the MESSAGE...and STIR UP the sin-loving."

GC 607
"THE CHURCH appeals to the...CIVIL POWER."

GC 444
"So APOSTASY IN THE CHURCH will prepare the way for the IMAGE to the BEAST."

GC 445
"UNITING upon... doctrine... IN COMMON (With EVANGELICALS) ...will have formed AN IMAGE."